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Scattering of antiplane shear wave by a propagating crack at the 
interface of two dissimilar elastic media 

J SARKAR, M, L GHOSH and S C MANDAL 
Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling 734430, India 

MS received 17 November 1990 

Abstract. An analysis of the scattering of horizontally polarized shear wave by a semi-infinite 
crack running with uniform velocity along the interface of two dissimilar semi-infinite elastic 
media has been carried out. The milled boundary value problem has been solved completely 
by the Wiener-Hopf technique. The effect of different values of the material parameter, the 
angle of incidence of incident wave and the crack propagation velocity on the stress intensity 
factor have been illustrated graphically. 

Keywords. Diffraction of elastic waves; propagating crack; SH-wave; stress intensity factor. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that the problems of diffraction of elastic wave by cracks or inclusions 
are of considerable importance in view of their application in seistriology and 
geophysics. If the cracks or inclusions are located at the interface of layered media, 
the study becomes more relevant. The extensive use of composite materials in modern 
technology has also evoked interest in the wave propagation problems in layered 
media with interfacial discontinuities. Onder et al [5] studied the diffraction· of 
monochromatic plane SH-waves obliquely incident on a rigid half plane between the 
two different semi-infinite media. 

In this paper we have considered the problem of the diffraction of a plane harmonic 
SH-wave by a semi-infinite crack running uniformly along the interface of two 
dissimilar seini·infinite clastic media. The problem of scattering of plane harmonic 
polarized shear wave -by a half plane crack in an infinite isotropic medium extending 
under antiplane strain was studied earlier by Jahanshahi [3]. Chen and Sib [1,2] 
also solved the in plane problem of the diffraction of stress waves by a running crack 
in an incident wave field in an infinite elastic medium. We have applied Fourier 
transform and Wiener-Hopf technique ..[4] to solve the mixed boundary value 
problem. The resulting integrals have been evaluated asymptotically to obtain the 
displacsement and stress field near about the crack tip. It is found that the. stress 
intensity factor depends sensitively upon the speed of crack propagation, the angle 
of incidence of the incoming wave and on the material properties of the elastic media. 
Quantitative assessment of the effect of the aforementioned parameters on the stress 
intensity factor has been made by displaying the numerical resulis graphically for 
two pairs of different materials. 
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2. Formulation of the problem and its ~olution 

Let a plane cr~ck move at a constant velocity V ort the interface_ of two bonded 
dissimilar elastic semi-infinite medium due to the indidence of the plane harmonic 
SH-wave ' 

I 
(1) 

I ! 

in the medium where the co-efficient of rigidity, density and shear-wave velocity 
respectively are given by Jl.p p 1 and C1 • The crack lies on the bimaterial interface 
along Y = 0 with respect to the fixed rectangular co-~rdinate system (X, Y, Z). 

We assume that the displacement and stress due to the scattered field are 

and 
v1 = v/X, Y, T) (2) 

ovj ovj 
(t . .:)J = Jl.i oX' (t,z)J = Jl.J oY (3) 

where the subscript j = 1, 2 refers to the upper and lower half-planes and T the time. 
The equations of SH-wave motion in either elastic ihalf-space are given by 

o2 v. o2 v- 1 82 v
ax;+ay~=c~aT~ U=t, 2) 

J, 

(4) 

where C1 = (p.1/pY'2 is the shear-wave velocity. Without any loss of generality, we 
further assume that C1 > C2 . 

Due to the incident wave given in (1), the reflected, and transmitted waves in the 
absence of the crack may be written in the form 

and 

where 

and 

with 

v;(X, Y, T) = v; exp [- i{A 1(X cose 1 - fsined + OT)}] 

vi(X, Y, T) = VI exp[- i{A2(Xcose2 + Ysine2 ) + OT)}] 

(say) 

A, easel= Azpose2. 

(5) 

(6) 

v,' v~ and vr are the incident, reflected and transmitted wave amplitude respectively, 
t\ the wave number, n = A1C1 the circular frequency and El" e 2 the angles of 
incidence and refraction respectively. 

Assume that the crack has been moving in the horizontal direction along the. 
interface for a sufficiently long time and that a steady state has been reached in the 
neighbourhood of the crack. 

A set of moving co-~rdinate systems (x, y, z, t) attached to the crack tip moving at 
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y y 

<D (f.l1 ,P1• C1 ) • -vt--

Figure I. Geometry or the propagating crack. 

a constant velocity V is introduced in accordance with 

x=X- Vt, y1=s1 Y, z=Z, t= T (7) 

where s 1 = ( 1 - MJ )1
' 2 and M 1 = ~7C 1 is the Mach number. 

In terms of the moving co-ordinate system (x, y, t), (4) becomes 

azv1 + a2
v1 +-l_!_(2M C av1 _ avl) = O 

iJx 2 ay2 C2 s2 at J J ox at . j j j . 

(8) 

It is convenient to define an appareni circular frequency (J) = o;O and the angles of 
reflection cp 1 and refraction cp2 are given by · 

where 
cos cp1 = M1 + (A1/).1)cose1, sin cp1 = (s1/o:)sin01, 

o: = (1 + M1cos01) and A.1= (A1/sj)o:. 

ysing these relations in a moving system, (1) and (5) take the form 

where 

w?(x, y1) = V1 exp {- iA.1 (x cos cp 1 + .y1 sin 1/>1)} · 

w'i(x,yd =A~ V1 exp{- i.t1(xcoscp 1 - y1 sin</> 1)} 

wf{x,y2) = Af V1 exp[- i{(P2 + ).2coscp2)x + i.2y2sin</>ilJ 

and 

P2=Mt)·1(1-;,~~:)<o since C1 >C2. 

Using (10), we assume the solution of the governing equation (8) as 
I 

v1(x, y1, t) = w1(x,y1)e~p [i(M1A.1x- (J)t)]. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Substitution of(12) in (8) yields the Helmholtz equation· 

azwi iJ2wl 2 
~ + ---;---2 +. ).1 w1 = 0 U = 1, 2). 
uX uy1 

(13) 

Applying Fourier transform, (13) can be solved and the rcfsult is 

and 

(14) 

where Ad~) and A 2 (~) are the unknown functions to be determined. From (12) and 
(14) we obtain the displacement components due to scattered field as 

and 
1 JCX) . 

v2 = exp [i(M 1 }.1 x- rot] -
2 

A2 (u)e~p [- iu.t + y2y2] du, (y2 < 0) 
11: -oo 

where 
')1 1 = (u~- A.i) 112 and Y, 2 = [(u- /12)2 - A.D 1'2. 

Therefore, the expressions for the stresses are 

('t'x:)1 = - iJl1 exp [i_(M 1 A1 x- wt)] 

x ;n f~oo (u- M 1 A.dA 1(u)exp[- i.ux- y1yadu '~· 
: 

('tx:h = - i1J.2 exp [i(M 1 ..1.1 x- rot)] 

1 fa:> . x 
2

n _ 
00 

(u- M 1 A.dA 2 (u)exp [- iux + y2 y2 ] du 

and 

(15) 

(16) 

The unknown functions A1 (u) and A2(u) are to be determined from the following 
boundary conditions at the interface y = 0 , 

:;,_ 

1 I 



and 

(iii) 

Scattering of antiplane shear wave 

From the boundary condition (ii) we obtain 

~~ s 1 'h A 1 (u) + ~2S2'Y2A2(u) = 0 

and from other two boundary conditions, we get 

f~00-Bdu)exp(:- iux)du =0 (x > 0~ 
. and 

l f"' -
2 

M(u)B 1 (u)exp(- iux)du = Nexp[- iA. 1 xcost/>1 ], (x < 0) 
7t -oo 

where 

and 
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(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

The solution of the dual integral equation may be obtained by a method based on 
the Wiener-Hop£ technique. The first part of (19) can be satisfied if we choose 

(21) 

where L_ (u) is a function of u, analytic in the lower: half of the complex u-plane. The 
second part is satisfied if we take 

(22) 

where o: 1 = A. 1 cost/> 1 and U +(u) is a function free from zeros and singularities in the 
upper half of the complex u-plane. Thus (22) is a solution of the second part of (19) 
can easily be shown by completing the path from - oo to oo by a semi-circle of 
infinite radius in the upper u-plane and then applying the residue theorem and Jordan's 
u·~ma. The path of integration is chose'D to avoid possible branch points and is 
indented below .the pole u = 1% 1 • 

Biimifiating B1(u) from (21) and (22) we obtain 

L_(u) N 1 

U + (u) = i(u- o: 1 )M(u) U + (o:1 ) 
(23) 

(24) 
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where 

and 
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F(u) = _{JJlsl + Jl2S2)'1'2 

tll1 S1 Y1 + Jl2S2Y2) 

F(u)_-. 1 a~ Jul--. oo. 

The function F(u) can be expressed as the product of two functions such th~t 

F(u) = F + (u)· F _ (u) (25) 

where F + (u) and F _ (u) are analytic in the upper and lower half of the complex u-plane 
respectively. The expressions for F + (u) and F _ (u) have be~n derived in the appendix. 

In view of (25), (24) assumes the form 

U +(u) LJ(u) 
(26) 

N Jl1 s1 + Jl2S2 

iU +(tX 1) Jl 2 S 2(u- a1)(u- A-1) 112 F _(u) 
where 

· U + (u) = (u + A. 1 )
1

'
2 F + (u). (27) 

So 

L (u) = · N #1S1 + J.l2S2 • · (2S) 
- i(a1 + A.d112 F + (a1 ) Jl 2 s2(u- ad(u- A-1 ) 112 F _ (u) 

Hence the functions A1(u) and A~(u) are 

A ( ) _ N . i'2(J.l,s, + J.l2S2) 
1 u - l(oc1 + i.d112 F + (ocd (J.L1 s1 y, + Jl2S2Y2Hu -ocJl(u- A.,)112 F- (u) 

and 

The singular behaviour of the stress components for the scattered waves at the 
crack-tip is due to the divergence of the integrals around x = y1 = 0 in (17). Making 
use of (29) and asymptotic expressions of the integrands of (17) for large values of u, 
we obtain near about the crack-tip, 

' ! 

(t.xz)1 = B(l + Q f"' u- 112 exp[- s1uY](cosux- sinux)du 
s, 0 • ; 

- B(l + i) f"' .. 
(t,..h = u- 1

'
2 exp [- s2 ul YJ](cosux- sinux)du 

S2 o 

-('t,s.)1 = -·B(l + i) t~ u- 112 exp[.:....s,uY](cosux + sinux)du 

(t,sh =- B(l + i) fa"' u-'12 exp[- s2 ul Yl](cosux + sinux)du (30) 
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where 

(31) 

the stresses near about the crack tip given by (30) can be evaluated. The displacement 
near about the crack tip can be. obtained from the crack tip stresses by integration. 

Now introducing the factor exp [i(M 1 A. 1 x- rot)] and taking the real part, the 
stresses and displacements near about the moving crack-tip are found to be equal to 

=Re 

(32) 

where 

In the case of crack propagation in an isotropic elastic medium usi~g the result 
Jl1 = Jl2• P1 = p2 and F + («d = 1, we obtain 

(34) 

Putting r = (x2 + y2 
) 112

, tan cp = I Yl/x, ihe expression of displacements and stresses 
given by (32) near about the moving crack-tip is found to be equal to 
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· . K 1 {(I - M~ sin2 c/>) 112 +cos'¢} 112 · 112 (r,.h=l72 
1 

M 2 • 2 c/> . cos(wt+(7t(4))+0(r ) 
r - 2 ~n . 

• ' I 

K 1 1 -{O-Misin
2

c/>)
112

;-cosc/>}
1
'
2 

112 (r ... )l = --172 . 
1 

M 2 • 2 c/> cos(wt+(7t/4))+0(r ) 
s1 r - 1 sm. 

K 1 1 {(1-M~sin2 c/>) 112 -:coscp} 1 '2 · 112 (r_..h = ---w: 
1 

M 2 • 2 c/> cos(wt + (7t/4)) + O(r ). 
s2 r - 2 sm ' 

(35) 

Taking the value of K 1 given by (34), the results given by (35) agree with the results 
of the crack propagation in an isotropic elastic medium as given by Jahanshahi [3] . .. 

When the crack is stationary, the corresponding results of stresses and displacements 
near about the crack-tip can be derived by making M 1 and M 2 approach zero and 
are given -by -

and 

where 

and 

(r,.) 1 = K!(2/r)112 costcJ>cos(Ot + i~) + O(r112 ) 

(r,.h = Ki.(2f.r)112_costcJ> cos(Ot + t7t) + O(r112 ) 

(r ... ) 1 = - K!(2/r)112 sin!t/Jcos(.Qt +it7t) + O(r112 ) 

(r ... h = Kf(2/r)112 sin!cJ>cos(Ot + i1rH· O(r112
) (36) 

(37) 

[ 
1 f"' {Jl (s2- A2)1/2} ds J F~(A 1 cos'cJ>d= exp - tan- 1 

· 
1 

(A2 ~)112 A q, . (39) 
7t .... Jl2 2 - s s + 1 cos 1 

I 

If we put J.l 1 = Jl 2, p 1 = p2, the corresponding results of the stationary crack in an 
isotropic elastic medium are found to be ' 

and 

L"1.2 = ± V1 (sin!8d(sin!t/J)cos(Ot + t7t{8~1 r J'2 

+ O(r3!2) 

which are same as given by Jahanshahi [3]. 

(40) 
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3. Results and discussion 

K 1 given by (33) is the dynamic stress intensity factor at the moving crack-tip and 
Kf given by (38) is the value of the corresponding quantity when the crack is stationary. 
The variation of K 1/Kf with the values of V/C2 where Vis the crack speed has been 
depicted graphically for: the following two sets of materials. 1 

First set: 
Wrought iron p1 = 7·8 g/cm 3

, J.L 1 = 7·7 x 1011 dynfcm2 

Copper p2 = 8·96 g/cm3
, J.lz = 4·5 x 1011 dynfcm2 

Second set: 
Steel 
Aluminium 

p 1 = 7·6 g/cm 3
, J.l1 = 8·32 x '1011 dyn/cm2 

p2 = 2·7 g/cm3
, J.l2 = 2·63 x 1011 dyn/cm2

. 

It is found that in both the cases the stress intensity factor gradually decreases with 
an increase in the value of VfC2 and approaches zero as VfC2 -+ l; the decrease in 
the value of K 1/TS.i for the second set being more rapid than for the first set. We also 
find that in both the cases for any fixed value ofC1/C2 , KdKi decreases with decrease . 
in the value of 0. 

WROUGHT IRON/ COP~E.R 

0 o o·l -o¢.2..-~ot.:·J~~o~·"''· --::o~-s~~o~-6--lo::r;·7,.---fo.-::s--f_o·'!"9-l:-1 -J 

Y. 
C:a,~ 

Figure 2. Stress intensity factor vs dimensionless crack speed (wrought iron/copper). 
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Appendix 

I 
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1 

0'6 

0'3 

0'2. STEEL./ ALUMINIUM 

0'1 

i 0 o~~O.~l--~0'1.-'0~'3.-~0~~--~o·~~~~-0~'6~~o~·7.-~0'~8--~0·9~~-4 
v_ 
Ci 

Figure 3. Stress intensity factor vs dimensionless crack speed (steel/aluminium). 

Factorization of F(~) into F + (~) and F _ (~) 

Consider 

F(~)- (pt St + .U2S2)'l'2 0 

(p1S1'l'1 + .U2S2'l'2) 

The branch points of F(') are at ~ = .i..1, - .i..1, J..2 + {J2, - (i-2 - {J2 ) where 

- (i.l- fJ2) <- ;., < ;.1 < J..2:+ fJ2 since c2 < c1. 

(Al) 

Since F(~) -P 1 as 1~1-. oo, F(~) possesses no singularity within the rectangular contour 
(shown in figure 4), by Cauchy's re~!due theorem we can write 

logF(~) =-1 f logF(s) ds 
, 21ti J,. +c- S-' (A2) 

= ~ f log F(s) ds + ~ f log F(s) ds 
2mJ,. s-~ 2mj,_ s-' 

log F(') =log F +(')+log F _(e), (A3) 
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Im~ 

iE.- oc:. c-l . .._ ___ ---'41Lz+flz 
iE:+oc:. 

Re-a -i~-«~======~-~C~+~------~-iE.+« 
-("A{ f.> a) -?I., 

Figure 4. Rectangular contour in the complex ~-plane. 

Im;1 

--------+-----------Re~ 

Figure 5. Path of integration C1 round the branch cut. 

where F +(e) and F _(e) are analytic in the upper and lower half of the complex e-plane 
respectively and can be expressed as 

. · [ 1 f. log.F(s) ] 
F + W = exp 2ni ~ • s- e ds 

and 

F (l<) = [-1 f logF(s) d ] - .. exp 2 . e s . . m s-
~-

(A4) 

In order to evaluate F -(~)the path of integration C_ can be deformed to the path 
C 1 round the branch cut through .A. 1 and A.2 + fl2 as shown in figure 5. 
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After a little algebraic manipulation it can be shown that 

[ 
1 JAl+/Jl 1 ~ { .ml (s2- ,tnl/2 } 

F_(~)=exp 21ti At s-~·log 1+Jm2[A.~-(P.2-s)2]1/2 ds 

which after simplification becomes 

where 

and (A7) 

Similarly it can be shown that 
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Diffraction of SH-waves by a Griffith crack 
in nonhomogeneous elastic,.strip 

. .. 
J. SARKAR. S. C. MANDAL and M. L. GHOSH (DARJBEUNO) 

IN mrs P"PER tile ~oeancrina or clal.lle SH·wavc• by 1 Orlltlth crack altuatcd In an lnftnltclY. Ions. 
inhomoa~neou' 5trip hu been unnlyzcd. A.\&umlna that the shear modulus (p) and density (Q) oT 
I he: material vary in the vertical direction 11nd applylna Fourier transform, the mbced boundary value 
~roblem hu been reduced to the wlutlon of dual intcaral cguatloM Which finally hill been reduced 
to the liolulion or u Freelholm lnteirAI· equation or ~~ec:ond kind. The numerical valuca oC atrc11 
in1cr1.~ity factor and crack opening dr5placcment have been illu5trated araphlcally to 'how the effect 
oC inhomogeneity oC the material. 

1. Introduction 

THE NATURAL or artificial materials are usually inhomogeneous; so in recent years great 
attention has been given to the study of diffraction of elastic waves ·by cracks or obstaCles in 
inhomoseneous media in view of their application in fracture mechanics. Many problems 
have been solved involving one or more cracks in an infinite homogeneous elastic medium, 
LOEBER and Sill (1) and MAl. [2] have studied the problem of diffraction of elastic waves 
by a Oritnth crack in- an infinite medium. The problem of firiite crack at the interface 
or two elastic half·spaces has bet:n discussed by SRIVASTAVA et al. (3) and BOSTROM (4). 
SINO II et ai.IS, 6) considered the problem or scattering or a SH·wave by cracks or strips in a 
nonhomc•geneous inOnite t:lastic medium. Papers involving cracks located in an infinitely 
long elastic strip are very few. The problem of an infinite elastic strip containing an 
arbitrary number of unequal Griffith cracks, located para\lel to its surfaces and opened by 
an arbitrary internal pressure, has been treated by ADA¥S [7). Finite crack perpendicular 
tn the surface of the infinitely long elastic strip has been studied by CHEN [8) (Cor an impact 
load) and hy SRIVASTAVA et al. [9] (for normally incident waves). Recently SHINDO et 
a/. llOJ considered the problem of impact response of a finite crack in an-Qrthotropic strip. 
ln our paper, the din'raction 'of normally incident SH·waves by a Griffith crack situated in 
an infinitely long inhomogeneous elastic strip has been discussed. The shear modulus (JJ) 
and the density (U) of the material have been assumed to vary in the· vertical direction. 
Applying the Fourier transform, the miXed boundary value problem has been converted 
to the solution of dual integral equations. The. dual integral equations have been finally 
reduced to a Fredholri1 integral equation of second kind by applying the Abel transform. 
Expn:ssions for the stress intensity factor and crack opening displacen1ent have been 
derived'. The numerical values of stress intensity factor"iuid crack opening displacement 
have been depicted by means or sraphs to show the eirect or material inhomogeneity. 

l. l"ormulation or the problem 

Con!;Jder_ the problem of diiTraction or SH·waves by a Griffith crack in an inhomo· 
. ~entous elastic sHip of width 2h1• The crack is located in the region -a < z < a 

- rx·. <. 1/J < ~. z, = 0 (Fig. 1 ), Normalizing. all the len,ths with respeCt to
1 u-and 
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putting xlfa =. :c, vda = y, zda = z, hda = h. it. is found that the location of the 
crack is -I $ :~: $ I, -oo < y < oo, z = 0 referred ;to a Cartesian coordinate system 
(;t. y, z ). Lt:t a plane harmonic SH-wave originating at z = -oo impinge on the crack 
normally to the x-ax.is. The variation of the shear modulus JL and the density (} is taken in 
the vertical (:) direction in. such a manner that the shear velocity fflu/ eu)112 is constant. 
The only non-vanishing y-component of the displacen~enl which is independent of y is 
l' = l'(:r~, z, I.). 

z, 

-h -a a h' 

/ 
10 x, 

y, 1 
1 

l'lG. l. l'\·ack in the: inhomogeneou5 strip. 

The.equation of motion is given by 

(2.1) a. ( Dv) {) ( (Ju) {)2v 
-. £- + - £- = (}-ax I ax Dz I Dz , {)t2. 

If we consider v(x, z, t) in the form 

(2_.2) 

then 

(2.3) 

W(a:, ~~ t) 
v(x,.:,t) = v'Ji("i) , 

(
{)

2W a2W) 1 [ 1 (llit) 2 {)21'] t)2W 1t -- + -- + - - - ,_ - w = e--
Dx2 azz 2 2J.l az . f)z2 f)t2 • 

Putting W(:~:, z.t) = F(x)G(z)e-iwt and lt(z) = lluf(z), e(z) = euf(z) in Eq. (2.3) 
where Jtn, (}n are constants, such that (/to/ g0) 112 = c2 is the shear wave velocity, it is 
found that F(x) and G(z) satisfy the following equations 

{)2F 
(2.4) Dx2 + 1).z F = 0, 

(2.5) 
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provid~d !! :) i~ of the form 

_!(' . .Jf!!)~ + !(i.J~f.!!) (.2.fl) 4 ,): 2 ():;· 

where 11 and /1 :ere l'Oilsl:lllls. 

Let \IS assume ,(( .:) in the rmm 

(2.7) 

su that Eq. (!Jl) is automatically satisfied. 
Nnw the shear modulus 11(.:) und density or the medium a(.:) are 

. • b • b 
(2.1:1) I' = l'ucosh"( .:), (} = L'ucosh"( z). 

\.Jsing Eqs. (2.1:\), (2.2) and 1-\?(:1:, :,/.) = W(a:, :)e-iwl, Eq. (2.1) takes. the form 

, 9 iJ"I·F iJ"II' ''1\' '·' I' b2) l aw <-· ) -.-. + -.. -. + , .•. ' = 0, r.:· = ( •i- ' ~2 = -. 
rJ .r • ():· c2 

The displac~:mr::nt compont:nt ,.l•l(;z:. z. I) and stress r<il(;l', z.t) due to incident waves are 
givt:n by 

( 2.1 0) 

and 

(2.11) 

where .·\n h. a conslunt. 
Hen~dmth 1 he time factor ('- iwl will be suppressed in the s'equel. 

· Solution 111' Eq. (2.9) is · 

I 2. 12) 

where 

..... '"" 
lr (.r • .:) = J /J 1 (~)r· -rJ: cos(~:t·)t/~ + J (.'1((} cnlih(o:r) sin(( z)cl(, 

u 

II = ((~ _ /o~)l/2 • 
~ i(l.:"- (2)1/2. 

( > /,·, 
( < k, 

u 

;3 = ce- 1.:2)1/2, ·~ > k, 

= -i<~·2- e>''2, ~ < k. 
..--· Now displacement u(:r:, .:) and stresses r11 :(:~:, .:), rJ·y(:t, z) due to the scall~red field are 

. I X· . . ox. . 

(2.13) t'(.t· •. :) :h cosh(/,.:) l J IJ(Ot- 11
: cos~:n/~ + J C(()cosh(ax)sin(zcl(1, 

· II II 

X· ! 
(2.14) r,r(.,. . .:) = -l'u/,sinh(IJ . .:)[ J /J({)f.'- 1·1 =cos~.t.cl{ 

tl 

'X• • 

+ J Cl() cosh(nx) sin {z,t<l + l'u cosh(b~) ., 

·~ 
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00 

(2.15) rJ·y(;z:, z) = Jln cosh(bz) [- J fB(~)e-fJ= ~in {x d{ 
II 

+ j nC(() sinh( ax) sin (z d(], 
II 

·where 

The boundary conditions are 

(2.16) . Ty:(x,O) = ~iu, 
(2.17) v(x,O) = 0, 

(2.18) Tx 11 (±h, z) = 0, 

where r
11 

= ikAuJTiii. . . . . . 

C(() = :..:C,((). 
v J.Lu 

lxl :s; 1, 

1 $ lxl :s; h, 
lzl < oo, 

From the boundary condition (2.18) C(() is found l.o be expressible in term~ of B(~) 
as follows: 

(2.19) C(() = 2( j ~ B(~:) sin(~h) d~. 
1!'a sinh(ah) u (2 + o·2 

Next, the use of Eq. (2.19) in the boundary condition (2.16) and (2.17) yields the following 
dual integral equations from which the unknown function B(~) is to be determined: 

00 

(2.20) J ~[1 + M_(~)]B(€) cos(€x) cl~ = ])(x), lxl ~ 1 
II 

and 
•:x:> 

(2.21) J B(~) cos({x) d~ = 0, 1 ~ lxl ~ h 
II 

where 

(2.22) M(0=(%-1), 
(2.23) p(x) = Tn + ~ j (2 ~sh(ax) d( j ~B(~) sin(~ h) d~. 

JLo 11' 
11 

a smh(ah) 
11

. ~2 + a2 

J. Method or solution 

In order to solve the dual integral equations (2.20) and (2.21 ), B(~) is taken in the 
form 

(3.1) 
I . 

Tu J · B(~) = - t¢(t)J11 (~t) dt, 
J.Lu n 

so that Eq: (2.21) is automatically satisfied. ·. :• 

I . 

... 
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Substitution of the value of B(€) from Eq. (3.1) in Eq. (2.20), yields a Fredholm. 
integral equation of second kind 

I 

(3.2) c/J(I) + J u[L 1 (1~,t) + Lz(u,t)]cl>(tt)cl-u =I, 
II 

where 
<X• 

(3.3) L,(u,.t) = J {M(e)JII(€u)JII(€t) de, 
II 

(3.4j L·(· t) = _- Joo ( 2/u(at.)fu(au)e-crh d. 
• It I • h( I ) ~ • 

11 
asm at 

Using contour inte~ration technique (3), the infinite inLc;ral arislna In the kernel La(u, t) 
can be converted to a finite integral and is given by 

I 

(3.5) L1(tt. t) = ~iJP J (I - 1}~) 1 12J11 (kr/t)IJ 1~11 (k71U) cll~t_ u· > t, 
II 

I 

= -ik2 J (1- ,12 ) 1 1 2 Ju(k71 t,)JI,~11(kTJndTJ, u < t. 
II 

Now 

L
2
(u, t) = J (2

Ju(aat)Jo(crru)ei'"" cl{ _ j (2 /1;(at)I11(au)e-~h d( 

11 
oa sin(a: 1h) 

11 
a sinh(ah) 

1: '2 k' •2 . 

= J s_Ju(o 1t)Ju(ntu)ctg(a1h)d( + i J LJ11(a1t)J11(a1u)d( 
n aa II eta . '. 

- j (2 /n(ctt)/u(au)e-crh d( 
A: _a s~h(ah) ' 

where 

oa • (k'Z- C2)1/2, 

. Puuina ( 2 ~ .k2(1 - y2) in the fin;t and second int.earals and (Z • k'Z(l + 112) in the 
thtrd ln\caral, ·" .1» round that • . . . 

I , 

(3.6) L:(u, t) •· k2 l.J (1- y2)112Ju(kyt)J11(kyu)ctg(kJJ'lt)cly I 
II 

00 

1 

+i J (1- y2
)

112Jo(kyt)J11(kyu)dy 
II 

- J ( 1 + y2
)''

2 fu(kyt)ln(kyu)e-kllh cosech(kyh) dy]. 
II , . 
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4. Stress intensity factor and crack opening displacement 

From Eq. (2.14) the stress ry:: on ~he plane:: = 0 ca:n be written as 

(4.1) ry:(x,O)=Jtu(- J'pB(Ocos~xcl~+ f(C(()cosh(ax)cl(]. 
II II 

Substituting the v<llue of C(() and LJ(O from Eqs. (2.i9) and (3.1), the expression for·· 
the stress can finally be presented as 

ru:z: . ""(1) + "0(1), lxl > 1. 
rll:(x.O) = (x2- J)l/2'~' 

Defining the s~ress ln~ensity factor N by 

,., \(x- 1)112ry:(x:,o)l 
H = Lt ' ' 

:a:-1• ru · 
. . . . · .... 

we obtain 

(4.2) N = ~\¢(1)\. 
. v2 

Now the crack opening displacement .::lv(x,O) = ·v(x',o+)- ·v(x,o-) can.be obtained 
from Eq. (2.13) as 

00 

.Jl'(;r., 0) = 2 J B(O cos(~:z:) cl{\ lxl $ ·1, 

ll ' 

which, on substitution of the value of IJ(~) from Eq. (3.1), takes the form 
I . 

2r11 J' t<f;(t) 
..:lx(x,O) =- (l2 ,2) 1/ 2 clt, lxl $ 1. 

/tu z - x 
(4.3) 

. 5. Numerical results and discussion 

Using.the method o( Fox and GooDWIN (11}, the Fredholm integral equation given by 
Eq. (3.2) ha!! been solved numerically Cor different values of the' material inhomogeneity 
parameters. Jn this method the integral in Eq. (3.2)/has been represented at first by a 
quadrature formula involving the values of the desired function t/J(t) at the pivotal points 
inside the specified range of integration, and then converted to a set of simu\tane!s linear 
algebraic equations; their solutions yield the first approximations to the requir pivotal 
values of </J(t). Applying the difference-correction tec~nique, the first approximat ons have 
been improved. After solving the integral equation (3.2) numerically, the stress intensity 
factor N and the crack opening displacement Ji.11Lh~(x, 0)/Tii have been calculated nu· 
merically and plotted separately against the dimensional frequency k2 (O.S $ ·k2 S 1) and 
dimensionless distance x (0 $ x $ 1), respectively, 'for different values of the material 
inhomogeneity parameter b and strip width 2h. .•· 

In Fig. 2, the effect of the width of the strip on the .stress intensity factor .for a 
homogeneous material has been shown; the effect <>f inhomogeneity of the material on 
the stress _intensity factor for different widths of the strip has been depicted in Figs. 3-5. 

h is round that in both the homogeneous and n~nhomogeneous cases, the effect of 
the strip width dt:creases with the increase of the· frequency, and the vaphs of the stress 
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FiG 5. Crack opcning displacement vs. dimeiL~io~less distance :c(b = 0.2). 

intensity factor N become flat with the increase of strip width 2h. From Fig. 3 it is clear 
that the:: dlect ()f inhomogeneity parameter b is prominent for low.frequency k2 and stress 
intensity [ar.tor IS greater for higher Values O( the inh~mogeneity parameter b. 

In Figs. 4-§ the crack opening displac.ements against dimensionless distance z for 
difi'erent values of the material inhomogeneity paran1eter b and the strip width 2h have· 
been illust.rated by means of graphs. Case b = 0 co~responds to the homogeneoos case 
(Fig. 4). F'rom Figs. 4-6 it i~; seen that for a flXed value of inhomogeneity parameter b, 
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the crack opening displacement is greater Cor lower values or h w.hen the frequencies ate 
small, but the reverse effect is found for higher frequencies. 

Next, in Figs. 7 and 8 we see that for a fiXed value of h, the crack opening displacement 
is greater for higher values of the inhomogeneity parameter b when the frequencies are 
small, but for higher !reqilencies the effect. is just rev~rse. 

Finally h is· found in all the cases that the crack opening displacement reaches its 
maximum at about x = 0, and then it gradually decreases and becomes zero at x = 1. 
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AN ELASTIC STRIP WITH THREE CO-PLANAR MOVING 
GRIFFITH CRACKS 

A. N. DAS and J. SARKAR 

Dcpar\mcnt of Mathematics. North Bensal University, Darjeelins 734430, WCIIt Ben11al, India 

Abstratt-Thc dynamic unli·planc problem of determinin11 stress and displacement due to three co-planar 
Grillith cracks moving steadily at a subsonic speed in an infinite elastic strip has been considered . 

. Employing Fourier integral transform, the problem when the rigidly clamped edges of the strip arc pulled 
apart in opposite directions has been reduced to solving a set of four integral equations. These integral 
equations have been solved using the finite Hilbert transform technique and Cook's result [G/as. Math. 
J. II, 9 (1970)) to obtain the exact form of crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors. 
Numerical results for stress intensity factors are presented in the form of graphs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN FRACTURE MECHANICS, the problem of diffraction of elastic waves by cracks of finite dimension 
in a strip of elastic material has been examined by several investigators. Sih and Chen [I] 
investigated the problem of propagation of a crack of finite length in a strip under plane extension. 
Closed-form solutions for a finite length crack moving in a strip under anti-plane shear stress were . 
obtained by Singh eta/. [2). Using a finite Hilberi transform technique developed by Srivastava and 
Lowengrub [3]. Lowengrub and Srivastava [4] solved the static problem of distribution of stress and 
displacement in an infinitely long elastic strip containing two co-planar Griffith cracks. Recently, 
several dynamic problems of det~rmining stress and displacement due to moving Griffith cracks 
have been solved by Das arid Ghosh [5-8] and by Das [9, 10]. Dhawan and Dhaliwal [II] also solved 
the static problem of determining the stress distribution in an infinite transversely isotropic medium 
containing three co-planar Griffith cracks. · · 

In this paper, the problem of propagation of three co-planar Griffith cracks in a fixed direction 
with constant velocity V in an infinitely long but finite width elastic strip is considered. Employing 
the Fourier integral transform, the problem when the lateral boundaries are assumed to be clamped 
and displaced by an equal amount has been reduced to solving a set of four integral equations which 
are solved using the finite Hilbert transform technique and Cook's result [12] to derive the exact 
form of stress intensity factors· and crack opening displacement. Numerical results for stress 
intensity factors are presented graphically to show their variations with crack speed, crack length 
and the separating distance between the cracks. · 

. 2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider an infinitely long elastic strip occupying the region - h ~ y ~ h, weakened by three 
co-planar Griffith cracks moving steadily at a constant velocity V in the %-direction, referred to 
a fixed coordina'te system (X, Y, Z) as shown in Fig. 1. 

In dynamic problems of anti-plane shear, the non-vanishing component of displacement W 
directed in the Z -direction satisfie,s the equation of motion: 

I 
Wxx + Wrr == c~ W.Tr- (I) 

where(":.-. lJI/p l'' b the shear wave velocity, pis the material density and W.x represents partial 
derivative~ of W With respect to X. 
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Fig. I. Geometry and coordinate system. 

X X 

For cracks moving at a constant velocity V in the X-direction, it is convenient to introduce 
the Galilean transformation: · 

"=X- VT, y = Y, z ='Z, t = T, 
i 

where .l-'"· y.:) represents the translating coordinate system shown in Fig. 1. 

(2) 

Let three co-planar Griffith cracks of finite length loc;;ated along the X~axis be moving steadily 
with velocity V in the direction of the X-axis so that their positions referred to translating 
coordinates'(x, y,:) are - c < x < - b, -a < x <a and b < x <cony = 0. The edges of the strip 
y = ±hare assumed to be clamped and displaced by an equal amount W0 ; where W0 is a constant. 
The boundary conditions of the proposed problem are' 

a,.,(x,O)=O, lxl<a, h<lxl<c 

W(x, ±h)=± W0 , -ar> < x < oo 
i .W(x, 0) = 0, a< lxl < /J, lxl >c. 
I 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In order to apply the integral transform technique it is *quired to solve a different but equivalent 
problem which can be obtained from the clamped strip problem (without any cracks) while the 
uniform strain is applied. The equivalent stress conditi~>ns on the cracks are · 

,,,(\,0) ,.,. ''"'". 1.~ 1··- ~~. h .... ,., I<(' " ' 

and the boundary condition~ for the displacement are; 

W(x. ±h)=O, -oo <x < oo 

W(x,O)=O. a<lxl<'b, lxl>c. 

((I) 

(7) 

(8) 

In the moving coordinate system, the equation of motion becomes independent of time and 
takes the form · 

s2 w ..... + W., .... = 0, (9) 
with 

s = J(l - V2/n). (10) 
Introducing 

. ' 

W.(~.y)=f'· W(x,y)cbs(ex)dx 
II 

W(.~.y)=~ f" W,.(~.y)cos(~x)d~ 
11: .J () : 

(11) 
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in eq. (3), the solution of eq. (3) is obtained as 

W(x. y) =- ((:\ (~)e-(,·• + C3 (e)e(''']cos(~x) de, ' 2 f:r, 
7t 0 

with 

2 f~' a,.,(x. y) = - : 0 ere I coe-CY•- CJ(e)eCY•]cos(ex) de. 
Using the expression for W(.'(, y) given in (6) in eq,. (9), it has been found that 

cce> 
c~(~)"" 1- e-lc~~.t 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where the uriknown function C(O is to be. determined .. 
From conditions (8) and (iO) it Is determined ·lliac C(O satisfies the following quadruple 

integral equations 

··f" ~C(e)coth(~hs)cos(ex) d~ =.n
2
W
1 

°, x e/1, / 3 
0 . ~ 

(\Sa, b) 

and 

(16) 

where 

/ 1 = (0, a), 12 =(a, b), / 3 = (b, c), · /4 = (c, ex:>). 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

In order to solve the quadruple. integral equations given by eqs (15) and (16), let us take 

1 f" 1 f< C(~) = ~ 
0 

h(u)sin(eu) du + ~ Jb g(v 2)sech2(ev)sin(ev) dv, I (17) 

where h(u) and g(v 2
) an! the unknown functions to be determined from the boundary conditions 

of the proposed problem. Substituting the value of C(e) given by (17) in (16) and using the 
following result: 

f"''sin(~u)cos(ex) . n/2• u > x > 0 
. e de =n/4. u =x >o 

o ~ x>u>~ 

it is fou_nd that this choice of C(O leads to the condition 

J: g(u2)sech2(ev) d11 = 0. ( 18) 

Rewriting eq: (I Sa) as 

(19) 

and inserting the value of C(~) from eq. ( 17) in (19)9 :it is found that h(u) is the solution of the 
following sipgular integral equation: 

with 
fu I tanh(ex) + tanh(eu) I 

/t(ll)log -
1

· h( ) t h( ) du = nf(x), x e / 1, (20) 
0 an ex - an eu 

fi( ) _ i·' [Wo 2 i'' eg(v
2
)sech

2
(ex')sech

2
(ev )tanh(ev) J . x - - -- dv dx' 

o hs n h tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ex') ' 
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where the following result [13] has been used: 

J "· coth(ehs) sin(ex)sin(~u) d~ = !Io I tan( ex,)+ tanh(eu) I· 
0 e 2 g tanh(ex)- tanh(eu) 

7t 
e = 2hs' (21) 

Now using Cook's result [12], the solution of (20) has been obtained with the aid of the following 
result: 

(" J[tanh~(ea) ·- tanh 2(ex )]e sech2(ex) dx: 
Jo -[t~nh 2(ex) ·- tanh2(eu)][tanhi(ev)- tanh2(ex)] 

1t J[tanh2(ev) - tanh2(ea )] '" 
1
· d 

1 ----· 2 &Or UE 1 an VE lt 
2 tanh(ev) tanh (ev) - tanh2(eu) . 

I ( - 2e tanh(eu )sech2(eu) [W0 f" J[tarih2(ea)- tanh2(ex)] d 
I U)= - X 

7tJ·[tanh2(ea)- tanh2(e14)] hs 0 tnn~2(ex)- tanh2(eu) 

fc J[tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ea )] (. 2) 'h2( ) d J + xgvsec ev v. 
b tanh2(ev) - tanh2(eu) . 

(22) 

Substituting the resulting value of C(e), obtained using eq. (22) in eq. (17), in condition (15b) and 
making .use of the following results: · 

r u e sech 2( eu )tanh2
( eu) du ' 

Jo [t~;-h 2(eu )~~-~~~h2(i;·)][tanh 2(ev)- tanh2(eu )]J[tanh2(ea 5-=-:.. tanh2(eu )] 

1t [ tanh(ev) tanh( ex) J 
= i[t~~hi·(-;~)- ta~hl(;~)] . J[tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ea )] - J[tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ea )] ' 

r· e sech2(eu )tanh2(eu) du 
J., [tanh 2(eu)- tanh2(ex)][tanh2(ey')- tanh2(eu)]y'[tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu)] 

1t tanh( ex) 
_-,- . . · . . . for x ve/3 and y'e/ 

2[tanh·(ex)- tanh2(e)")] J[tafih2(ex) ~ tanh2(~a)]' ' 1
' 

it can be shown that g(v 2) is the solution of the followi~g singular integral equation: 

f' J[tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ea)) ( 2) h2( ) d 1tW0 [J(tailh2(ex)- tanh2(ea)] , eg v sec ev v = -
b Lanh·(ev) - tanh2(ex) 2hs sech2(ex )tanh( ex) 

e f" J[tanh2(ea)-- tanh
2
(ey') d '] 

·t--· t h2( ) h2( ') y , forxe/3 • 
1f • ~ an ex - tan ey 

(23) 

Using the limte Hilbert transform technique [3], and the following result: 

r- J [tanh2(ec) --- tanh2(ex >] 2 sech2(ex )tanh( ex) dx 
Jb tanh2(ex)- tanh2(eb) [tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ey')][tanh2(ex)- tanii2(ev)] 

1t J [tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ey')] 
= -- e[-ta-n-=-h2.-:-(e-v~)-- tanh2(ey')] tarih2(eb)- ta~h2(ey'). ' 

the solution of eq; (23) is found as 

, 2e W0 tanh2(ev )J[tanh2(ev)- tarih2(eb )] 
g(t••) = - -,m-s- J {[tanh2(ev) ~ tanh2(ea)] [tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ev)]} 

x [f. 'J [tan
2
(ec)- tanh

2
(ex)J J[tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ea)] dx 

' . h tan2(ex)-tanh2(eb) tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ev) 

_ J" J [tanh
2
(ec) - tanh

2
(ey')] J[tan

2
(ea)-' tanh2(ey')] d '] 

0 tanh2(eb) - tanh2(ey') tanh2(ev) -·tanh2(ey') y 

C1 tanh(ev) + --·:-7"---:--

J {[tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ea )][tanh2(ev)- tanh2(eb )][tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ev)]} · (24) 
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Next substituting the value of g(v 2
) from eq. (24) in eq. (22) and finally using th~ following result: 

f
c J [tanh2(ev) - tanh2(eb >J 2 sech2(ev )tanh(ev) dv 

b tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ev) [tanh2(ev) - tanh2(eu )][tanh2(ex') - tanh2(ev )] 

n [J [tanh
2
(eb)- tanh

2
(eu >] J [tanh

2
(eb)- tanh

2
(ex')]] 

= e[t-a~ 2(;u)- ~nhy~x')] tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu) - tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ex') ' 

for u,x'e/,, 

h (u) is derived in the form: 

, 2e W0 sech2(eu )tanh(eu )J[tanh2(eb) - tanh2(eu)] 
h (u) = - pns J {[tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu )][tanh2(ec) - tanh2(eu )]} 

X [ f• J [tanh2(ea)- tanh2{ey')] J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ey')] dy' 
J 0 tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ey') tanh2(ey') - tanh2(eu) 

+ f" J [tanh
2
(ec) ·- tanh2(e;~)J J[timh

2
(ex)- tanh2(ea)) dx] 

h tanh2(ex)- tanh2(eb) tanh2(ex)- tanh2(eu) 

C1 tan(eu)sech2(eu) 
(25) J {[tarih2(ea)- tanh2(eu )][tanh2(eb) - tanh2(eu )][tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu)]} · 

Substitution of the value of g(v 2) from eq. (24) in the condition (18) yields 

C 2e W0 [f' J [tanh
2
(ec) - tanh

2
(ex >] '[ h2 ) h2( )] 

1 == - -- v tan (ex -- tan ea 
nhs h tanh2(ex)- tanh2(eb) 

{
tanh

2
(ex) - tanh

2
(eb) n{n tanh2(ec) - tanh2(eb) }/ (n . ) 1} d 

x tanh2(ec)-' tanh2(ex) x 2' tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ex)' q F 2' q · + x 

fuJ[tanh
2
(ec)-tanh2(es)] 2 2 + h2( b) h2( ) J[tanh (~a)- tanh (es )] 

0 tan e - tan es 

{ 1 tanh
2
(eh)- tanh2(es) {7t tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eb) . }/ (7t )} d 

X. - tanh2(ec)- tanh2(es) n 2' tanh2(ec)- tanh2(es) 'q ~ 2' q S, 
(26) 

where F(cp, q) and n(cp, n, q) are elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds respectively and 

j[tanh2(ec)-: tanh2(eb)J 
q = ' tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ea) · 

The ~elevant displacement and stress components in the plane of the crack can now be shown to. 
be given by 

W(x, 0),.. r h(u) du, O~x~a 

and 

= f g(v 2)cosh(ev) dv, b ~x ~c (27) 

[ ( . O)] _ ~!!:~ [J" eh(u)tanh(eu) du f' eg(v 2)tanh(ev)sech2(ev) J · a,., x, •<•<h- , - dv sech2(ex) 
n 0 tanh2(ex)- tanh·(eu) h tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ex) 

[a (x O)) """'2ps [ r.u eh(u)tanh(eu) du. 1" eg(v 2)tanh(ev)sech2(ev) J 
,., • ' n ··- 2 + dv sech2(ex) 

n • o tanh (ex)- tanh2(eu) h tanh2~ex)- tanh2(ev) · 
I 

(28) 
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Now insertion of t.he values of h(u) and g(v 2) as given by ~q~ (25) and (24) in the expressions (28) 
yields, after some a1gebraic manipulations, 

0 

0 
_ 2JJeW0 [ J[tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ea)J 

0 

tanh(ex) · 
[e7 .. ,(.~. >L.: '<.h-~ - tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ea) J[tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ea)] 

{f" F ( ) d f' F ( ) d } _ 2e[tanh
2
(ec)- tanh

2
{eb)] x 2 ~x u+ 2 ~x v 

0 b Jt 

x {f" F2(u',.\')du'J" F4 (c,u)_x F3(0,x,u)du 
II 0 .. 

+ t F2(t•. x) dv J: F4 (,·, u)F3(v, x, u) du} 

+ J.lsh C {~ I - tanh(ex)/J[tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ea)] . __ 
eW0 

1 2 y'{[tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ea)][tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ea))} 

f" F ( )F ( ) d } e[tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ea)) + e 
4 

C, U s U, X U + _.:.... _ __;__.;._ __ ....;,_.;..; 
0 Jt . 

x {f F2(v',x)dv' f: F4 (a,v)F6(v',x,J)dv + f F2(u,x)du 

J' F ( ·)F. ( ) d tanh2(ec) ..,- tanh2(eb) 
X 4 a, V 6 II, X, (J I' - z z 

h tanh (eb) - tanh (ea) 

x f" F1 (u, x) du f" F4 (c, u')F9 (u, u') du'}- ~~ XC, 
o · o erro 1 

{
n tanh(ec) _ _ . -~ . i' - _ }] 2 ~ -2 -r--

1 
h. 2( ) hz( )) + e tanh (ea) F7 (x; v) dv sech (ex) 

" tan ec - tan ea . . b . • 

and ' 
2W0 eJ.l [ J[tanh2(eb) -tanh2(ea)J tanh(ex)· 

(a,.,(.~. O)],., • =--;;;;- - tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ea) J[tanh2(ex)- tanh,2(ea)) 

{i .. F ) d i' F ) d } 2e[tanh2(ec}- tanh2(eb)) X z (11, X U + 2 (V, X V - __:;;.._........;__..;.. __ _.....___.. 
0 . b 

x {J: F2(u', .l') du' J: F4 (c; u)F3(0, x, u) du 

+ F2(v,x)dt• F.(c,u)F3(v,x,u)du +~,C1 f,. f. } h 
h o · erro 

{
n I - tanh(e.l')/J[tanh2(e.l')- tanh2(ea)] 

1 
, 

x 2 J"f(t~-nh 2(ec)- tanh2(ea)](tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ea)l} + e 

" i~ F.(,·, u)Fi(u, .~) du} _ eJtanh
2
(e_!J)- tanh

2
(ea)] 

"'{I F~er,· .. l')dc•' t F4(f1.V)F.(c,',v,.~)~'v+ f: F1(u,x,)du 

f. F ( )'"' ( )d tanh2(ec)-,tanh2(eb) 
:>< • U, I' r 8 11,11, X I' + --;,-;.-:-""7':'-·-'---~~_..:, 

~ tanh2(eb) - tanh~(ea) 

x J: F1(u,x)du 1' F4(c.~')F9 (u,u')du'} 
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(29) 

where 

J [tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ed)J · tanh(eu) 
F1 (u, x) = tanh2(,eb)- tanh2(eu) tanh2(ex)- tanh2(eu) 

J [tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ev )] .J[tanh2(ev) - tanh2(ea )] 
F2(v, x) = tanh2(ev)- tanh2(eb) tanh'(ev)- tanh2(ex) 

tanh(ex) · _1{tanh(eu) J[tanh2(ex)- tanh
2
(ea)]} 

F3(v, x. u) = .j[tanh2(ex)- tanh2(ea)] tan tanh(ex) tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu) 

tanh(e11) _1{tanh(eu) J [tanh
2
(ev)- tanh

2
(ea)]} 

'-"[tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ea)] tan tanh(ev) tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu) 

sech2(eu )tanh(eu) ' 
F4 (w, u) = .J{(tanh2(ew)- tanh2(eu}P[tanh2(eb)- tanh2(eu)]} . 

F,(u, x) = [2 tanh2(eu)- tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eb)]{sih- 1 G:~~~::o- F3(0, x, u>} 

tanh(ex) 
F~(r1, x. t:) = --. --- -~·--:-::---= 

· J[tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ex )] 

I 
tanh(ex)J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ev)] + tanh(ev).J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ex)] I 

x log 
tanh(ex).j{tanh2(ec) .,.- tanh2(ev)]- tanh(ev).J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ex)] 

tanh(eu) 
.J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu )] 

x lo ·1 tanh(eu ).j[tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ev )] + tarth(ev ).j[tanh2(ec) - tanh2(eu )] I 
g tanh(eu ).j[tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ev )] - tanh(ev )J[tanh2(ec) - tanh2(eu )] 

x v) - tan v · · ~-::-:·~...:..._--:-;;,.:-..:.;: F ( 
. 1( 1[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ex)] .J[tanh2(ev)- tanh2(eb)]) 

7 
' - .J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ev)] .J[tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ex)] 

sech2(ev) 
x ,j{[tanh2(ev) -·tanh2(ea}P} 

F. ( . ) 2tanh(e.'t) _1 {tanh(et') J [tanh2(ex) - tanh2(ec >]} 
" u, t, ·'" = - .J[tanh2(ex) ·- tanh1(eC')] tan tanh(ex) tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ev) 

tanh(eu) + ---· ·:--:-....;,_:-....---:-:: 
.J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu)] 

x log I tanh(eu).J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ev)] + tanh(ev).J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu)] I 
tanh(eu ).j[tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ev )] - tanh(ev ).j[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu )] 

F. ( ') _ 1 I tanh(eu).J[tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu')] + tanh(eu').J[tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu)] 1· 
9 u, u - og -tr:~=-r;-~~--;~---;;~---;-:;-~~~~.;..--=:..:.:.:.,;:..::~ 

tanh(eu).j[tanh2(ea) .;_ tanh2(eu')]- tanh(eu').j[tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu)] 
and 

(30) 
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The dynamic stress intensity factors are defined by 

N. = lim J[2(x- a)](O'ya(X, O)]au<h 
. ... ... g+ 

Nh = lim J[2(b- x)][a>",(x, O)]do'<b ,_,. 

N,. = lim y'[2(x- c)][ay,(X, O}]ur• 
' . t-C"· 

(31) 

Substitution or the results given by eqs (29) in expressions (31) yields 
I 
I 

N. = J [tanh(e?J][ -· J [tanh
2
(eb )- tanh

2
(ea)J 2 Woe {:f" F2(u, a) du + fr F2(v, a) dv} V e tanh2(ec) - tanh2(ea) nh : o b 

- , JJsC, Jsech(ea) 
y' {[tanh2(eb) - tanll"(ea )l[tanh2(ec}- tanh2(ea)]} . 

N · JtsC, • J. [tanh(eb)J h b) 
~ = - y'{[tanh2(eb)- tanh2(ea)][tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eb)]}: ----e- sec (e 

N _ J ltanh(ec >][ J [tanh
2
(ec}- tanh

2
(eb >] 2 W0 e {f" · Jr } '- - hz( ) h2( ) -h- F2(u, c) du + F2(v, c) dv e tan ec -tan ea 7t 0 b 

. . - p.sC, ;] 
+ v' { [tanh2(ec)- tanh2(e·a )][tanh2(ec) - tanh~(eb )]}' sec(ec). (32a-c) 

Again insertion of the values of h(u) and g(v 2), given by eqs_(24) and (2_5), in the expressions for 
displacements given by eqs (27) yields . 

1 1 . _ _ W0 [ 2[tanh2(eh) - tanh2(ea )] {Jr : {A. tanh2(ev) - tanh2(eb) ·} 
. [ ~ (.~. O)]h .... - hJJ7tS J[tanh2(ec)- tanh2(ea)] b n . 'tanh2(ev)- tanh2(ea) ,q 

· J[tanh2(ec)-tanh2(ev)J ' dv . 
x tanh(et•) - tanh2(eb) J[tanh2(ev) - tanh2(ea )] 

-- rd n{;. tanh
2
(eb)- tanh

2
(eu) } iJ [tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu)] 

Jo 'tanh2(ea)- tanh2(eu)' q : tanh2(eb)- tanh2(eu) 

du }] C1 F(A., q) 
"' J[uinh2(ea) - tanh1(eu )] - e J[tanh1(ec)- tanhi(ea )] 

and 

· [2W (f'' J[lanh
2
(ec)- tanh

2
(ev)J' · [W(.\',O)}b.,,.,r= ,~ · h2( h2( b) J[tanh1(ev)-tanh2(ea)] 

IJJns b tan ev) - tan e 

{
F . , tanh

2
(ev) - tanh2(eb) {..t, tanh1(ec) - tanh2(eb) }} d 

x (;. 'q) + tanh2(ec) -tanh2(ev) ill 'tanh2(ec)- tanh1(ev)' q · v 

+ f" J [tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eu)] J[t~nhl(ea)- tanh2(eu)] 
0 tanh2(eb) - tanh2(eu) · 

J F ..t -lanh
2
(eb)- tanh

2
(eu) {A.' tanh2(ec)- tanh2(eb) }} d ) 

)( 1 { ' q) - tanh2(ec) .... tanh1(eu) n . tanh1(ec) - tanh2(eu) • q u 

I- IF ~I .. · : C .] I · 
-;- ( 'q) :j[tarih2(ec)- tanh2(~cl)]' (33a, b) 

. ' 
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0 
v 
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F1g. 2. Vanalluos '!r stress mtcnsity factors with V(C1: 

1-) hN.i1JW0 ,ja, (-- ·l pN0 /1JIY0 .jb: (-·-·-) 
hN./IJWo..JI' 

where 

. . J [tanh
2
(ea) - tanh

2
(ex >] 

Sin I.= 2 2 • 
tanh (eb) - tanh (ex) 

0 
·V c; 

Fig. 3. Variations of stress intensity. factors with V(C1: 

(-) hN.fpW0 .jQ; (--·-) hN.fjjWo.fi; (-·-·-) 
hN,/pW0..{c. · 

and F(c/>, q), TI(</>, n, q) 

and q have been defined earlier. 
On putting b = c and simplifying, it may be noted that the results (3Ja) and (32a) become those 

given by eqs (3.18) and (3.21) of Singh et a/. [2] and for a = 0 the results given by (32b), (32c) and 
(33b) coincide with those given by eqs (4.21 ), (4.22) and (4.17) of Das and Gosh [5]. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical results for stress intensity factors at the tips of the cracks for different values of 
crack speed. crack length and the separating distance between the cracks are presented in this 

Jz. 
a 
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Fig. 5. Stress intensity factors vs afb: (-·-·-) hN.fpW0 Ja; (---) hNb/pW0 jb; (--) hN,fpW0Jc. 

section. The crack length dependence of the stress intensity factors and its variations with V /C2 

are shown in Figs 2-5. It is shown in Figs 2 and 3 that st~ess intensity factors at the edges of the 
cracks decrease with an increase in the values of V /C2 and have a prominent variation when 
V /C1-+ I. Variations of stress intensity factors at the edge X·;:::: a become more prominent than those 
at the tips x = b and x = c when the length of the inner,crack increases. 

Variations of stress intensity factors at the edges of ~he cracks with afb for different values 
o~ c /b and those with b fa for different values of c fa are plotted in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. It 
i~ found that when the separating distance between the, inner crack and outer pair of cracks 
decreases the·stress intensity factors at the tips x =a and*= b become more prominent than that 
at the edge x = c. 
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INTERACTION OF ELASTIC WAVES. WITH l]VO 
COPLANAR GRIFFITH CRACKS IN AN ORTHOfROPIC 

MEDIUM 

J. SARKAR, S.C. 'MANDAL_and M. L GHOSH 

Department of Mathematics, North Bengal Univj:rsity, Darj~ling 734430, India 

Abstract-The probl.:m of diffraction 9f m>nnally incident elastic waves by two coplanar Griffith cracks 
situated in an infinite orthotropic medium has been analyZ~=d. Fourier and Hilbert transforms have been 
used to solve this mixed boundary value problem. Apprpximatc ani!lytical results for s1ress intensity 
factors and crack opening displacement have been derived when the wave lengths are large compared to 
the crack length. ~umcrical values of stress intcnsjtY factors and' the cr,.clc opening displacement lor 
5everal orthotropic materials have been calculated and plotted graphic:llly to show the effect of material 
orthotropy. 

INTRODUCTION 

DYNAMIC fracture problems involving anisotropic materials weakened by crack-like imperfections 
have drawn much attention by investigators because of the increased usage of macroscopically 
anisotropic construction materials such as fibre reinforced compositeS. The different possible 
location of cracks with respect to the planes of material symmetry introduce great modifications 
in the strain and stress distribution. The problems are also of considerable interest in seismology
and exploration geophysics. The problems involving single or two Griffith cracks in isotropic elastic 
medium have been studied by many authors [1--Q]. Mathematical difficulties encountered in solving 
the governing equations of the anisotropic elasticity theory are responsibl~ for the availability of 
few results only for special cla~ses of materials. Kassir and Bandyopadhyay [7] have studied the 
elastodynamic response of an infinite orthotropic solid containing a crack under the action of 
impact loading and the elastodynamic problem of a finite Griffith crack in an orthotropic ·strip 
under normal impact was investigated by Shindo [8]. Problem involving a moving Griffith crack 
in an orthotropic strip has also been studied by De and Patra [9]. Recently, Kundu and Bostrom 
(10] solved the problem of scattering of elastic waves by a circular crack situated in a transversely 
isotropic solid. 

In our paper, the diffraction of normally incident time harmonic elastic waves by two coplanar 
Griffith cracks in an infinite orthotropic medium has been investigated. The faces of each of the 
cracks are assumed 'to be separated by a small distance so that, during small deformations of the 
solid, the crack faces do not come into contact. The resulting mixed boundary value problem is 
reduced to the solution of a triple integral equation which has further been reduced to the solution 
of an integro-ditferential equation. Iterative solution 'valid for low frequency has been obtained. 
Analytical formulae for stress intensity factor and crack opening displacement have been derived. 
Making the distance between two crack zero the corresponding results for single crack have been 
presented. Finally, choosing the engineering elastic constants of the orthotropic material suitably 
the results for isotropic material have been deduced and compared with the results obtained by 
Jain and Kanwal [5]. To display the influence of the material orthotropy numerical values of stress 
intensity factors and crack .opening displacement ·have been plotted for several onhotropic 
materials. 

STATE:\IENT .-\NO FORi\IUL.-\TION OF THE PROBLEi\1 

Consider the plane problem of diffraction of normally incident longitudinal wa\'e by two 
symmetrical co-planar' Grilfith cracks situated in an infinite orthotropic dastic medium. The cracks 
arc assumed to occupy the region h ~!.\'I:;; a •. r = 0, JZ I< XJ. It is convenient to normalize all 
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le:-~gths with tesp;!C[ [0 .. a .. :111J :iO S~ttin!; ,'('a= X, }','a=: y, Z.'a = :, h/a = C, the new position 
vf !he .:racks :.lrl! defined by (' < :::! ~ I. y = 0, 1: I< .y:,. (Fi~. I). · 

L.:t a plane time! hurm'onic ::!as tiC" wa v.: originating at y =..=_X; be incident normally on the 
two cracks is ~.ktincd hy z·0 = ::xp[t i .!.'.1· - · 'H l] when! k = aw fc,,./ c:!. c, = ( 11 12 /p t 2 with p being the 
density of th~ material. fn tht: i~u,rupic solid. c,. represents the velocity of the shea~ wave. 

Tile ~un-z.:ro :>!res:; Ct1n1(ll)II<:JI!S : .. , .lll\1 ~ n· an: ;giv..:n oy 

-:~.\.,',J1 1 ~ = ~· 1 :11 ,. + c~ 1 1'.\. 

:-, •
1J.Lt• =II +I' .. ,. .,· · .. r" (I) 

where u.~· denote the component tJf :he displacement in the x,y directions. respectively and comma 
denotes partial differentiation wiih respect to t~c co-ordinates or time; c11(i,j =·I, 2) arc non dimen
sional parameters related to the dastic constants by the relations 

.: 11 = £1 /it 1 ~(1 ;_~·~~Ed£,) 

c~ = E~f!lr~\ I - vf~ £~/i£1 ) = c11 E~i£1 

Crz = 1'!~£~/,u,l(l- vh£2/£,) = \'12Cz2 = vl,clt 

for generalized plane stress, and by 

c 11 = (£1/t:.pdtl- \'23V32) 

c~1 = (£2f6.,u12 J(l - v13 v3,) 

c,~ = E, (\•21 + v13 v32 E2/E1 )/6.}112 • 

= £~(v,2 + V23 "Jt £,/E2)/~J'r2 

6_ = 1 - V12 V:l - V:J VJ2 - \'31 VI~ - \'12 \'23 \'31 - \'13 V21 V32 

(2) 

(3) 

fot plane strain. In th~ above equations £, ·.UIJ and VII (i,j = I, 2, 3) de?,Ote the engineering elastic 
constants of the material where the subscripts I, 2; 3 correspond to the x, y, z directions which 
coincide with the axes of material· o~hotropy and the constants £1 and vii satisfy the Maxwell's 
relation · 

v,,/ £ 1 = v;;( E;. 

The equations of motion for orthotropic material, in terms of displacements are 

' a· 
..c11 u.u + u.11 -f. (I+ .:12 )L'_.,. = cl u_, 

I 

172 
c~v.,_. + v_.k +(I + c12 )u.,, =· c2 v,,. 

• 

y 

-I -< 0 1: 

h:;. i. ( ic:nmclr)' •ll Lh~ crad:s. 

.1>. 

.I 

(4) 

(5) 
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Therefore. substituting 11 (x. y. ! ) = 11 (x, y) exp(- iwl) and v (:c. y. l) = t• (x.,y) exp(- iwl) in eq. (5) 
we obtain · 

.1nd 

where k; = a2w 2fc;. 
The boundary conditions of the problem are 

tx1(x, 0) = 0, lxl < 00 

r, .... (x, 0) + t~~(x, 0) = 0, c ~ lxl ~ I 

v(x, 0) = 0, 1;~1 < c, lxl >I. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Henceforth the· time f~ctor zxp(- iwt) which is common to all field variables would be omitted 
in the sequel. · 

The solutions of eqs (6) ..:an be taken as 

u (x, y) = ~ 1~ [AI( e) ~xp( -ydyl) +Ala) exp( -yl!yl))sin ex de (10) 

v (x, y) = ±- -: [r.rl A I ( 0 exp( -yJiyl) + IX2A2(e) exp( -y2!yl)]cos ex de,. y ~ 0 (11) 2 I"' I 
X 0 ' . . 

where 
c ): 2 k 2 .,2 

II'> - ,-11 ; 1 2 a,= , 1 = , 
(l + Ctz)y, 

(12) 

and A1( e)(i = 1, 2) ate the unknown functions to be determined, yf, y~ are the roots of the equation 

cnt• + {(cfz + 2ctz- cucn)e 2 + (1 + cn)k:}y2+ (cue 2- k;)(e 2-k;) = 0. (13) 

From the boundary condition (7) it is found that 

Az(O = -PA.(e) 

where 
i • 

p = YJ +a•. 
Y2 + IXz 

Employing eq. (14) the expr~ssions for displacements and stresses reduce to 

u (x, y) = ~ I"' [exp( -y.IYI)- p exp( -y2!yi)]A. ( e )sin ex de, 
7t Jo 

. 2 J"" 1 • v (x,y) = ±- -:< [al exp( -yjlyJ)- P~z exp( -YziYDJA.(~ )cos ex d(, 
X o ., ... 

. 2 f'"' . 
r.,IJJJl = +; Jo ( YJ +IX, )[exp(- Y.IYD- exp( -Y21YI)JA. ( Osin ex de, 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

y ~0 (17) 

y~O (18) 

We further substitute 

(19) . -·&.;. 

.... ~ 

>u that the boundary conditions (9) :md {8) yield the fallowing integra), equations in A (0 
· .... ' 

I ..1 ( ¢ Ieos ~x d~ ""()_ · lxl < c, :x! > 1 
', (20) 
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and 

i,., ' T<Po 
H(<!)A(~)cos.exd~=--2 , c~l.'t'l~l 

o 1-'12 I 
(21) 

where p0 = ikJl 12 c22 

and 

(22) 

METIIOD OF SOLUTION 

In order to solve the set of integral eqs (20) and (2l),,assume 

A (0 =- h (t 2)sin(er )dr 1ft ' 
{ c 

(23) 

where h (t 2 ) .is.an J.mknown function to be_ determined from the boundary conditions. 
Inserting the value _of· A (-0 from eq. (23)"in · eq. (20) and using the following result[ll] 

· f""sin(~t)cos(ex) de ;:,Jj. t >x 
·.-Jo- e ~· t<x'-

it is found that the choi~ of A (e) leads to !fie equation 

f.' h (t 2)dt = 0. (24) 

Further substitution of A (0 from eq. (23) in eq. (21) leads ~o 

fh(t 2)dt So"" si11(er)cos{ex)d~ -=q0 -

-! f h(t 2 )dt fa.., eH,(e) sin(,et ~s~{ex) de, . -c ~ lxl ~ 1. (25) 

where 

Using th~ relation 

(30) 

c ~ lxl ~I (31) 

where 

(32) 
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Applying ~ contour intcgrutlo~ tcc.hniq~e, the lnllnhe. integrolln L (11, w,) c11n be conv.crted to the 
following finite integrals (det~1ls g~ven m the appendiX) .• 

L (v, w • -• 1 8 (. ll· ) o ,., 1 

0 a1 - .,a~ . 
) 'k 2[ J''~ Cn'fz_ cnci.Y,- p (C&z'fz_ CzzcXzjfz} X~ (k ttii)HL'l(k 'fiV)W, 

_ J' P (C:,z1J
1

- c:uciz'/z) Jo(k,IJ&I)H~',(k,,w)diJ ]• w > 11 (33)· 
11F,; 8 (ci, -Paz) . 

where 

y,.;. lHR,- iR f- 4.Rz)'ll}]llz 

'Yz • U { R, + (R f - r .Ra )''2ll111 

y1 = ~{-R1 + (R f + 4R i)111
}]

111 

j 1 = [l{R1 + (R f + 4R j)111
}]

111 

R1 = _!_ {(cf1 + 2c11 - c11 c12)'1 1 + (1 +en)} 
.. en 

· _n
2 

_ Cn {1 _,z)( _!_ _ 11z)' 
en Cu 

R2~~(1-~~>·(~~-..!..) 
• Cu. . . ·... Cu 

z r .tz «,=- Cu'l - + 11 (1•1,2) 
{1 + c,,)y, . 

· ·• _curr1 -l+(-1)'jf(i• 12) 
a, (1 v. . ' + c,z,, 

P 
ci, -j, 

=--
cXz- Yz 

p -~,+~'. 
CXz-l'z 

• 

(34) 

the· corresponding expression of L (v, w) for w < v follows from (33) by intcrchanpng w and p, 

Employing the &cries expansions for the Bessel function Je and the Hankel function HL') in 
eq. (33), it is round that 

where 

2 . 
L (v, w) = - P k ; log k, + 0 (k !> 

1f 

P _! [ f11
,;;;; c,z'l

1
- cna,j,- fJ (c,j~1 - cucidz) d _ J' P (crzrr 2

- cuciz'9i) dlr] 
. 0 )o (a,- Pa1) . " 11.;t;. (ti,- $ti2) . • 

Now. let u!. expand h (1 1), in the form 

h (t 1 ) "" ho(l 1
) + k ! log k,h, (t 1) + 0 (k ! ). 

(35) 

(36) 

lnsert.ing the llbove expansion or h (1 1) and the value or L (11, IV) given by cq. {lS) into eq. {3{) and. 
cquahn& the cocfficic:nts of like powers of k, we obtain the equations 

:ind 
J' tho(t 1

)' . 
, 1 :~ .. ,-idt-qli. c<~tl~l (37) 

., , 

I tlr,(l·). . 2P ., , 
~dt = -- I riL,(I·)dt c!::: lxl!::: 1 •' t•--.t· :: ••. • ~. ""'· 0 (38} 
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Using the finite Hilbert 1rnnsfonn technique [12), the solutions of the above integral. equations can 
be ub~ained as 

~ 2 ( I J - c2 )Ita I ~~ 
l~o(t•)- i qo -r=;r + Jb- rio•- c1) 

(39) 

: [ qoO - cZ) ](I a.-. c= )''z . f;(; .... ;;j=' 
h,(t:)'"" -- p + D, _.1 I ' ""Gil I c 

1t Jt I - ' o' - I -. ·. 
(40) 

where D1 and D: arc fOnstants to be detcnnincd using· the condition given by cq.' (24) so thnt 

J
l ' 
, h0(t 1 )dt = 0 l41) 

and 

(42) 

• (43) 

(44) 

(45) 

CRACK OPENlNG DISPLACEMENT AND STRESS INTENSITY FACIORS .. . .. 
The crack opening displacement and the normal ~tress ~mponcnt in the plane <?r the crack 

can be wnttcn as . :.:._i>>. 

(46) 

and 
(47) 

0 <x < c (49} 

+ O(k!). X> 1., (50) 
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The stress intc:nsity factors an: de lined .as (in phy~ical units) 

L. [ J (c- .'t)t,(.l', 0) 1 K,= 1m 
~-~- Po c·~<~ 

(51) 

·· ·. · .· · [ J<x- l)r.,(.l', 0) l 
K1 = L1m · . 

•;;- Po >I 

(52). 

Substituting eqs (49) and (50) into (51) and (52) it can be shown that 

c -- P 2E · . .. ~E 
K,-- ;--c [ 1-i { 1 +c2

- 7 }k!loak,]+O(k!} (53) 

K, ~ Ji~-Jrtl -HI+<'-~ }kllogk,] + O(kl) (54) 

Further substituting eqs (36), (44) and (45) in the expression gi_veo by eq. (46), the crack openin-g 
· displacement is obtained as 

( 
7t . ) E - q 

') [ p { 2£} ][ ., ' ' ' J 6• (x, 0) = ;~~ I-;; I +<'-F kl.logk, F( ~. q /(l, q)- E(l, q) 

+ 0 (k.!), C ~X ~ 1 · (55) 
where 

[1=? 
sin A.·'\l t=C'f aod q =-./(I- c2

). ~. 

.. 
Let tin& c - 0 in the expression for stress intensity faetor and crack. openina displacement, the 
results for a single crack occupyin& the re2ioo lxl ~ l,y- 0, lzl <co are found to be . . 

K, = 11[ 1 -;~!Jog k, J + 0 (k !> (56) 

~" (x. 0) = - 2
Po

8 
Jo- x 1

)[ I-:- ~k ~ logk,]+ O(kD. 0 ~x ~I. 
P12 · 7t 

(57) 

For isot~opic medium, putting 
0 

so that 

A. +2p 
Cu =C;u•-, Jl12 .. p, 

p 

• .x,.- y,' 

wherr. 

lt'-·~tl·-·l ' ow 
c • ""' 4( 1 _ 

1 2
) • '11 =z ( ~ 2 

- m f )'12 and m4 = --;; (i ... l, 2) 

the cx_prcssions fpr displacement and stress are found to be 

!lq:c,- - +. . 1-- -I +c1 ...-...::.... ·m1 1ogm I ' +'0) ~ -, . . p., . [ "• { tE } ] 
21J 0- tz) 2 F • l l 

fE(~.q) ]. 
. I F .· ~ ) F o .. if) - E (J.,q) 

: ( :'. tf . 

+O(mi), ,.~ .. c~1-~~ 
__ ./ 

(.1 I ... ..:: ' ' Pll > I 
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and 

t (.'1:"0)==-p (I+ [·'" 2 -~J ·][~-~{l+c2 -!!.}m!logm:]+O(mDO<x<c 
, • o J (I _ .\"l)(cl _ .tl) . 2 F . 

• -Po, c ~ lx I i!:i I 

( 
E] 1 . . . 

·"2- f: . . . c, . 2£ , . 2 

•-p
0 

1- · . [t--{l+c2--}m,lo&m,]+O(ml), lxl>l. 
(x2- l)(.t·- c2) 2 I F • 

Now, the crack opcnin' displacement and stress int~nsity factor~ arc found to be 

At•(x,O)- "Po -h[I-I{I+c2
-7}m!loamz] 

. (Jt ) E l'q 
x [ F( ~· q) F(A,q)-E(A,q) )~o(ml), c .;x.; 1 

and 

~ 
' . . 

c,. i 2E 2 2 
K =- 1 --{1 +c ·-- }m2 logm2]+ 0 (m 2) 

• 2 F . " 
1--

K, • . ._ 1 -! { 1 + c2
-

2
: }milo& m2) + 0 (mi) . ·~ 

which coincide with the results obtained by Jain and Kanwal(S) up to the .order of mi log m2 in 
h 

• • I t C: ISOtrOpiC case. ' : 
When c - 0, we recover the stress intensity factpr and crack opening displacement for a single 

crack 
___W cl 2 . ] '2) 

K1 
.. ~ 1-2m2 logm2 +0(m2 -~.·· 

L\v(x,O)-= ,Po _h·JO-x2>[1-!mllogm2]+0(ml), O<x< 1 

which agrees with the result of Mall2l. 

. I 

NUMERICAL RESULTS) AND DISCUSSION 

Tbe stress intensity factors (SIF) ~ and K, giyen by (53) and (54) at the inner and outer. tips 
of the cracks and crack openin& displacement (q-QD) &iv~n by (55) have been plotted apinst 
dimensionless frequency k, and di~tance. respectively for three different types oC orthotropic 
materials whose engineering constants have been :listed in Table 1. 

From Fig. 2 it is fdtirtd that SlF K; at the i~er tip of the track increases at a slow rate with 
ilie io~:rcasc in .. the. n1ue of frcquc~y k,(O •. l_ ~,.k, < 0.6). On lhc other band the rate of increase of 

Type I 

l)'pc u 

Type Ill 

Table I. Ei:ipaoering clastic constanU 

£1(P'a) E~(Pa) p,3(Pa) 

· ·Modulile II v;phi1~~1y composite: 
. U.l x' 10' ISS.O X ao• s.s:z )C 10" 
E·T)'pc siau-.po1y compoailc: 

9.79 X 10' 42.J X lOt ],66 X IQ' 
Staiolcs1 llccl-alwuiniuru composite: 

79.76 x 10' as.9J ~~~ 1o• J0.02 x 1o• 

• I 

I 

I 

"•J 
0.033 

0.063 

0.31 
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O.H 
c ·0.'2 

0.4S •• 
0.40 

lc• O.JS c •0.4 

c •0.6 

k. 

Fi&. 2. Stress intensity factor X. YS frequency "· for aeneraliud p!UIC stresa. (-, Type I; •••• , Type II). 

0.41 

.. 0.47 

0.46 
k, 

0.4.5 

k. 

Fig. 3. Stress intensity factor K, vs frequency k, for aeneralizcd plane stress. (-.Type 1: • • ••, Type II). 

0.7&4 

0.730 

0.726 

II, (1.122 

0.71! 

0,.7t4 

0.4 0.5 0.6 

I; . • 
l':t,; .1. ~~!~» o!t!(nsol~ !·a~tor K, 'S fr~qucncy k, for g~ncralizcd. plane stress. \Single crack, c = 0). 
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0.3 0.4 o.s 0.1 0.1 1.0 

lL, 
, , I 

FiJ. S. Crack openin1 displac:emeol (COD) vs distance (c - 0.2) Cor ~izcd pla.Dc atress. (-,It, • 0.2: 
.•••• ,It, .. 0.6). 

th~ SIF K1 (Fig. 3) with frequency k, at the outer tip of the crack is round to be hiaher than that 
of K,. , 

In both the cases the value of SIP 11 hlaher for small valuee or "• i.e. for areater crack lenath 
SIF is hiahcr. But it islnterestina to note that ror dlfr'ercnt materlala the variation or SIF1 in both 
the CIICI are 'nor sisnlftcant. In the case or slnsle crac~ (C' - 0) the variation or SIP with matcr.iaJ 

, . properties has been shown in Fig. 4. . ·. 

.... 
~ 
.c 
;;'I~ 
4\. 
:L 

0.31 

Olll 

0.24 

0.20 

o.s 

c:. o.J, o.a 
11:,. 0.% 

' 

:o.7 
a 

0.1 0.9 l.O 

Fi1o1. I) <.'rad •)I'Cnint; displ:atcnicnl (COD) vs disl:ancc (c • 0 . .5 and c • 0.11) (or &c~r:aliud pl:&nc slrcU. 

,. 
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\.-1 

l.l 

l.O 

0: o.a p( ....... 0 :::> c. 
<1 

:::: 0.6 
::1. 

0.4 

-0.1 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 O.l 0.4 0.6 . 0.1 \,0 

.It 

Fig. 7. Crack opening displacancnt (COD) vs dis~cc (single crack. c • 0) for pcralized plane stresa. 
(-, k,- 0.2; - ••• , .k,- 0.6). .. 

The COD has been plotted for dlff~rent crack length. In each ease COD increases gradually 
from zero, :mnins maximum value and then decreases to zero. It is found that with the increase 
in the valuc:S of c (i.e. for small ctack length) the values of COD decreases (Figs S an~6). "Por a 
fJJtcd material the· variation of COD with frequency is found to be insignificant, but it as noticed. 
that for. smaller values of c {Figs S and 7) the variation of COD with frequency is palpable. c = 0 
{Fig. 7) correspond to the case of single crack. 

In all the cases where different values of c has been considered the variation of COD is found 
to be prominent for different orthotropic materials. 
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APPENDIX 
"a•aluation l)j' LCv, w) 

The inlc:gr:JI L '''· "').gi•·en by ~"'· (32) is 

L(L•, w) • r· M(~,;·1 ,j'1 )J0(~w)J0(~11)d: (AI) 

(A2) 
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i'1 •Ill -81 + (Bf- 481)
113

))
113 

' ' 
Ya • lH -81 - (B f- 4Ba)1

'
1)J'11 

B, • ..!.((cf1 + 2c:11 - c:11 C:z:)( 1 +(I + c:::Jk·: j 
'u 

To evaluate the integral (AI) we .:t•n;ider two contour inteerals 

r,_- fr. M ce. y,, Ya)J,(e11)HL11 (~w)d(, w >II 

13 . 

(t\3) 

fa .. r M(~.y.,ya)J,(~II)JJ~II((w)d~. IV >II, (A4) Jr. 
where r I and r I are the <:loscd contoun de lined in Fi&. 8, and H ~II' H ~:) ate the zero order Hanlcel fun~irons or the lint 
and second kind; mpcctively. · 

Asswnin& the relation 

{ 
(c:fz + 2c,z- c:ucnXI + Cn) 2(1 + C:u) }1

. { (cfa + 2c,z- c:ucn)Z 4cn} {(I + Ca)Z 4 } 0 . . + - 1 -- X -- < 
. . cl, .. "11 . "11 "u · c:L "u 

(As) 

it is noted the branch points ( • J.,(l • I - 4) corrc:spoDdinJ to the roots or the equation Bf-4~ • 0 are always ~plcx. . 
Now, the branch poinls corresponding to the roots or the equations 

-81 +(Bf-4~)
112•0 and -81 -(Bf-4~)1/J•O 

are ( - ± k, ~nd e - .±k,/ F... rcspec:tivcly wtuv it bu been ai.sumcd that 

(c:u cu- cfa- 2c,,) >(I + C::az) 

cfa + 2cll + "n > 0. --· 

(A6) 

Therefore under the above conditions, ( - ±k,/ Fa. and ~ - ±k, are the branch -~inti or..,, ~ 7a• ~vdy. 
Equatiolil (AS) and (A6) arc true for most or the orthotropk: materials. Tbc IDtqrila iD cq, (A4) caD be aboWD to be zero 

' . . . 

i, - 11.1. 
:;2 • 11.12 
1; • ~c.i, 
-:; • "·Yl 

_,R~ 

Fig. :i. Contours of integration for integral in cq. (AI). 
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where 'jj,;r~,a1 ,i2 ,$,p,a.,,a.2 ,j1 are given by eq. (34). 

.I 

(. 

.: . ; ' . ---~ .. ; . ; ' .. -

· ... 

! 

. i 
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COPLANAg GRIFF1TI-i 
ELA:::-.f!C WAVES BY ·THREE 
CRACKS IN AN OH.THOTROP!C 
MEDIUM 

J. SARKA.R. S. C. MANDAL+·and M. L. GHOSH 
Dcpar.ment o: Marh~m8l1C~. Sorth Bcn!(~l University. Darjeeling-7::\~4W. h11..iia 

' - -

Ah>lract-The d"n~mH: rt:spcmse ''i t.hree co-planar Griifith cracks situated in 'In mftnrt~ •.lrthmro::·:c 
mcdi•..::':O d·.;c to ei~;.t:·~ """"~ inchlCiil nonm:i:v on the cracks has been treated. The Fourier tr:;r.sf•.,rm 
t<'l·';: 11 yuc h:t~ L'cc:: ~.;::.:c.; ::- ~-:~.h:c..: :he dasw:Jynarnic problem to the solution of a se: of lour lt::.:gb-1 
equ::uons .. Thesc integral .;<-;Uation~ have beer. solved by ~sing the finite Hilbert. trans~orm tcchaiquc 
::n..: c,·,ok ·~ re~ult. ·n-,! a·n~l) <ical forms ot cmck openn.~ displacement and stress mtensny facwrs nave 
be~:n c~:ri\·~~d for kw fr,:qu:::ncy Vibration. Numerical results ci crack opening displacement and stre~s 

.im,nsitv h•::wrs ior scv~r:\i onh•)tropic- ,P.~!~!i~!s have bc:en calculated and piotted graphically to 
display ·th•: :nrluc:nce u: :h~ :naicr:ar orthotropy. · · · --·· · · 

r· 
1 . . ,. -

Recem!y, with th.:: incrcas.;u_ usag~; of macroscopically anisotropi~ constr~cti-dn materials su~:h 
as fibre-reinforced materials. the sludy of diffraction of elastic waves wit~ cracks :or inclusions 
has attracted the attention of scientists. The different possible loc-ation of cracks with respect to 
the pla.nes ri material symmetry i~ of great interest m Seismology and Explor~~ion Gec?hysics. 
Th~ problem of s::attering of elastic waves by cracks of finite dimension in' isotropic medium 
has been, investigated by severai investigators. Many investigators [i.:..6] have solved; the 
diffraction problem involving single or two cracks in an isotropic medium: Dhawan: and 
Dhaliwal [7] solved ~he statical problem involving three coplanar cracks. in an infinite 
transversely isoti'opic medium. The dynamic p_roblem of singular stresses around cracks in 
orthotropic medium art:: few in number. Kassir and- Bandyopadhyay [8] splved the problem of 
elastodynamic response of an infinite 0rtho;:ropic solid containing a crack under the action of 
impact loading. ·me problem of normal impact response of a finite Griffith crack in. an 
orthotropic strip has ~een solved by Shindo f9]. De and Patra (10] have also solved th~.problem 
involving a moving Griffith crack in an or.hotropic strip. Recently Kundu and Bo~trom [111 
treated the ditfraction problem of a circular crack in orthotropic medium. 

To the best k11owledge of the authors,1 the prfblem of diffraction of elastic waves by Ih~ec 
coplanar Griffith cracks in an urthotropic' matl!rial has not been considered .. In our paper, the 
interaction of normally incident time ha1monic elastic waves with three copia~ar Griffith.cracks 
in an orthotropic medium has been investigated. It i,; assumed that 'the faces of each .of the 
cracks do not come into contact during small_ deformation of the solid .. The; resultirig mixed 
boundary valut! problem is reduced to the ~olutiori of a set of four integral eq~ations which has 
been reduced to the solution 'of ari irit~gn.,:<JitfeFe:ht-ial-- equation. ltcratim1 method has been 
used fo obtain the low frequency .solution of the problem. This enablt!s us to obtai~ 
!ipproxiJ~ate value of,!he crack. -~p~ni~g disph1ccments ~nd stress intensity _factors~ Making the 
length ol the cr.:ntral crack 11.-:nJ to Lcro, the corrc.:spondmg results for two Griffith cracks have! 
been obtain~d. Numerical results ior stn:ss intensity fact~rs and cr<1ck oJening displacements 
have heen plotted against Jimen~;ionless frequency anid distance resp~ctiv~!y,q..for different 
orthotropic mr~tcrials whicil have bet:n shown graphically~ 

tTo whom all cNrcsponderrce ,hould he addressed. 

• 
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2. STATEMENT ANO FORMULATION OF: THE PROBLEM 

C..:>l'.::.:\!cr :h..: iuteraction vf uonnally iucl(lc:m iongnudinal wave with thr~c coplanar Gnffith 
crack:; situated in an infinite orthotropic elastic medium. Thercracks are a5sumed to occupy the 
position lXI s d 1, d2 s lXI s d. Y = 0, IZI < XI: Let E~r p.,1 i and vii (i, j = l, 2, 3) denote the 
engineering elastic constants of the material where the subs~ripts 1, 2, 3 correspond.to the X. 
Y, Z directions chosen to coincide with the axes of material orthotropy. Nonnklizing all the 
lengths with respect to 'd' and setting X /d = x, Y /d = y,; Z/d = z. ddd = b, d~/d = c, the 
crac.ks are defined by l.rl s b, c s lxl s 1. y = 0, izi < x (Fig. -i). 

· Displacement components are .. also . maqe dimensionless with respect to 'd' so that 
dimensionless components of displacement· in x, · .v·· directions are assumed to be ·u. v 
respectively, where 

u = u(x, y, t) and v = v(x,!y, r). 

. ..'f 

L:l a Lime harmonic plane elastic wave originating at y := - x and incident normally on the 
three cracks be given by v = v0 exp[i(ky- wt)]/d where k = dw/c,v'C;,, c, = (p.12/p)112, v0 is a 
constant, w and v0/ d are the frequency and dimensionless amplitude of the incident wave 
respectively, p being the density of the matc;:rial. In the isoiropic solid, c, represents the velocity 
of the shear wave. · 

The non-zero stress components r,..v and fxv are given b'y 

r,._vi.U1~ = C12~ ... + c22v,,. 
. ' •,. 

f%r/ P-12 = /., + V_. 
/ 

(2.1) 

where u, v denote the component of the displacement :in the x, y directi(>nS ~espectively and 
comma denotes pat:{ial differentiation with respect to th~ coordina_tes or time ; Ct

1
(i; f= 1;2) are 

,, 
y 

r 
'-1 _, i) h c II 

l 

I 
Fig. I. Geometry or th~ cracks . 

. ,_ 
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nondimensional pl:\rameten ~;elated to the elastic constant by the relat\oM: :> 

Cn • E1/1'12(l- vhE2/E,) 

Cz: • £zi1'12\l >. Y..h~2/£,) .... ~;n£2/£1 

c12 • v12E2/1J.rz0 - vh£2/-E,) • v1:!cu = V:aCn 

• for generalized plane stress, and by 

Cu • (£,/~1'12)(1- V2JV]l) 

cl: • (£2/~#Liz)(l- ''u'')l) 

c12 • E1(v21 + v1l v32£z/£,)/~JJ.I2 • E,_(vu + v23 vl,Eal E,_)/tAJJ.12 

for plane stra.in. The constants :£i and v;1 satisfy Maxwell's relation: . 1. 

(1.3) 

' ~- . ~ , I ' , 
. . (2.4)· 

The displa~ement equations of .motion for orthotropic material are 
: ' 

' . d2 
c11 u,u+u,,.,+(l +c,2)v,.,•c:u,. i· 

...... . , .. 

•·.·.: ·. 

• :1 

, . 
·' 

. :~·; -·. 

-! 

.(2.Sj 

Substitution of u(.x, y, r) • u(.x, y)exp( -iwr) and'v(.x, y, r)• v(.x, y)exp(~l+)_ln equations (i~)1 
•• 

reduces them to . . · · · . 

1 ' 

CuU.u + U,yy + (1 + C12}V,q + k!u • 0 

I ' 

c22v," + """ -+: (1 + c12)u,q + k!v • 0 

with k! = d1w2/c!, which are to be solv~ subj~ to the boundarY conditions 

v(.x, 0) • 0, :.. b ·;!; lxl $ c, • ., I 

; : .... !'.i 'i 

c <txl< 1. , 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(1.8) 

(2.9') 

Henceforth the ,time factor exp(- iwt) which is common \o all field variables wothd be omitted 
in the sequel. , . ·. . . .., , ;, 

I . . ·. .•. . . 

Using \he ~ondhiori (2.8), \he solutions· of equations (2.6) may be written a5 

. u(.x,y) = ~ r (~xp(-'Y1I.YO -13 exp(-y21yi)}A,(~~i~(t¥ldf..:.1: 
-, . . , I . ; " 

v(x, }') = ~ f ~[a, exp( -'YdYI)- JJa2 exp(~'Yzt.'YI)}A1(E}cos(fx)df.i:': , ·;,>'o 

\ 

. (2.10) 

(211) 
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and the stress components are given by , 
! 

-rr;.l.ur! = -; [ ( 'r! + a 1)[exp(- 'Y! !~I)- ex~(- 'Y:: !y!)]A :(,€),sin(~x·) dE, }' ...... Q. (2.12}' 

1 [ [( en a, 'Yt) ( C22a2l'2) ] fyy/ 1J.12 =; 
0 

c,2~ € exp( -y, IYD- J3 c12~ -. s exp( -yziYI) A,(~)cos(Ex) 

where 

13,.. l't + a 1 

:Yi + a 2 

j = 1, 2 

.. + 

(213) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

A1(f) is the unknown function tQ be determined, ·and y~, y} are the roots .of !he ~uation 

cnl'4 + {(c.i2 + 2c,~- cucn)e + (1 + cn)k~h2 +(cue- k:)(E2
- k~) = o. (2.16) 

With the aid of the boundary conditions, (2.7) and (2.9) A(€) is found to satisfy the integral 
equations , ' 

[ A({)cos({x) d€ = 0, X E /2,/4 (2.17) 

and 

[ H(E)i(E)cos(f,x) df = -
2
TC( 

0 . IJ.tl 
X E /1,/3 (2.18a, b) 

;, 

wt,lere /1 • (0, b), /2 • (b, c), /3 • (c; 1), /4 • (1, ac) and 

Po-· ikiLtlcnvold ·(2.19) 

A(€)""' a,- J3a2 A,(E) 
' 1-

(2.20) 

H(E) = Ct:€
2

- Cnat i't- {3(cu.e'
2

- c22a 2y 2) 
·· (al - f3az) ' 

(2.21) 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The solution of the integral equations (2.17) and (2.18) is taken in the form 

.A(€) =! f" h(t)sin({r) dt + :fJ.' g(u2)sin({u) du . ( Jo ~~ ' 
, I 

(3.1) . 

' i' . 
where h(r) and g(u:!) are the unknown functions )to be determined. Substituting the value of 
A({>. from (3.1) in (2.17) and using the following tesult [12) · 

. {1f - t>x 
[ 

sinUt}cos(~.r) , · 2' 
----=-~..:.dE= 

0 f . : 0, t <.r 

' 

/Po 

~ 

r" 
·...._ 
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it is found that the cboi_ce of A(~) leads to the equation 

r g(u2) du ~ o. 

Further substituting A(f) from (3.1) in (2.18a) and .using the re~ult [13) 

we obtain 

dl0 
\t+xl df.' . ,u+:cl · - Jt{t) log -~ dt ... - g(u-) log I-I du 

dx 0 r-x dx r _u-x 

where 

trpo 
qo=--

29p.,2 

H({) 
H,({)•To-1-o as E-:~~ 

-• I X e 1 

8 • (ctz + c,2- cllc-n)(c,:N,N2- c11)- cu[c12NfNJ + cu(Nf + N1N1 + Ni>J 
cu(l + c12)(N, + N2) 

Using the relation 

Siri ~X sin~/ a r• ·fwuJo(~w)Jo{EiJ)dv dw 
e2 Jo J~(x2- w2)1n(r..;.. v2)112 

equation (3.3) can now be rewritten in the form 

_.d_ lb h(t)log ~~~ dt + 2._ J' g(ul)Jog ~~~ du 
~.ao, t-x dx, u-x 

., 2f qo ~ _! (" h(t) dt r• f.' vwL(v. w') dw du 
l dx ]0 ]0 u(x2 -- wl)'n(1l_ 112)112 

s 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

_ 2-J' g(uz) du (_.1" vwL(v, w) dw d~ 
dx r ] 0 0 (xl - wl}'n(ul _ 112)112 • x e /1 (3.8) 

where 

L(v, w) = [ {ll,(f)./u(fw)Jo(fv) df 

and 1u( ) is the ~e.ssel (unction o( orde; zero. 

(3.9) 
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Applying ,a contour integration technique [14],. the infinite integral in L(v, w) can be 

converted to th.e f~llowing finite integrals 

L( ) ... - 'k:z(ll~ Ct:z~l- a, .y,c~- ~~~l:ziji·_. a:z.Y:zc22)J, (k )H(l)(k ) d 
V, W I 1 O( _ Q- ) 0 1 TJtl 0 1 TJW TJ . a 1 - ~a2 

. . I . A• 2 

i .. /3(cJ:z11 -cna:zt:z) 1> 1 
- - 9( A -a A ) lo(k,Tjv)H~ (k,TJW) dfl ' w > v (3.10) 

JfVcn a1 ~a:z 

where 
p . 1112 

Yt = l2{R,- (R~- 4R 2)
112

} · 

· [1 ]'rz 'Y:z = 2 {R, + (Ri- 4R2)lh} 

' [1 ]liZ Yt ~ 2{-R1 + (R~ +4R;yrz} 

[
1 . 1'12 

h = 2{R, + (Ri + 4R2)1rz} 
. ' 

1 ' 
R1 == ....... {(c~2 + 2c12 ... CiJdn:)t)2 + (1 + c22)} 

, C:z:z . 

- Cu 2 ( 1 ) R2 =-(1-TI) --TJ2 

C:z:z C11 

Ri = Cu (1 - 1J2)(TJ%_ ..!..) 
C:z:z . ' Cu 

2 -2 

a, c11 11 -1 + 'Yt i =, 1, 2 I 

(1 + CJ:z)YI 

A _ clf'T12 -1 + (-ltt~ 
a,- (1 + c12)y, · ' 

a - "Y1 - I 

fJ =a~- 'Y2 

$..,&,+~'. 
&z- 'Y:z 

j = 1, 2 

It 

(3.11) 

The corresponding expression of L(v, w) for ~<vis obtained by. interchanging v and w in 

(3.10). . 
Employing the series expansions for the Bessel function Ia and the Hankel function H&1

> in 
equation (3.10), it is found that : /' · 

2 
L(v, w) = - Pk! log k, + O(k!) 

" 
(3.12) 

where 

P == .!.[l'~ct:zTT 2 - a, y,cn- ~~c,;.,:z- ~2'Y2c22) d _ J.' ~(c,:zTT2 - cna2'Y2) d ] . 
n (- Q-) I 1) -. (A 0 A ) 'T1 
u a 1 - ~a:z , 1Ncn a1- pa:z 

(3.13: 
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Let us now expand h(r) and g(u 2
) in th~. form 

h (r) "" h0(r) + I(! log k1 h 1 (t) + O(k!) 

and 
(3.14) 

Substituting the above equations (3.14) and the value of L(v, w) given by (3.10) in equations 
(3.8) and (3.2) and equating the coefficients of like powers of k., the following equations are 

derived. 

d J.~> · \' + x\ J.1 
ugo(u

2
) - hu(l) log - dr + 2 2 2 du • 2qo, x E //, J, (3.15a, b) 

dxo r-x ,u-x { 

d' ro \' + \ f/ug (u:) 4P (ib . J.' 1 . - h 
1 
(r)log __...! dt + 2 --f---2 du ""' - - tho(t) dt + ugo(u

2
) du , 

dx r-x ~u-x 1r o c 

x e / 11 / 3 (3.16a, b) 

and 

(i- 0, 1). (3.17a, b) 

Rewriting equation (3.15a) as 

I, \' + JC\ h0(r)log - dt""' nfi(.x), 
o I- X 

X E f, · (3.18) 

where 

F,(x) =- [ r ..f!!_+~ J.' U~o(ul? du1' dy. 
· olJ.I.t:z9 1rcU-y 

The solution of the integral equation (3.18) with the help of Cook's result [15] is found to be 

Po t 2 t (1 Vu2
- b1 g0(u1

) 

ho(l).= - 1'126 (bz- t~)'?-; (bl ~ r)l/2 y ul- tl du. (3.19) 

Substitution of tbe value of h0(r) from (3.19) in (3.1Sb) with the aid of the result 

rb 1 ,z dt . ""[ x " 1 
]
0 

(b:z _ 1:z)1n (xz _ f)(u:z _ 1:z) ""2l (x:z _ b:z)tll- (u2 _ b2)Jil • X e I, 

yields the singular integral equation 

1
1 ~ g1,(u2) · 1r Po 

2 2 du=---, 
~ u -x 2JJ.,18 

x e J.,. (3.20) 

Next using the· finite. Hilbert transform technique [13} the solution of the il1tcgral equation is 
round to be . . 

(3.2.1) 

,.,.;..ere IJ, l!. unknown constant to be determined from equation (3.17a). · . • 
No~ ~ubs~llu'i~g tli\! va·lue _of· 8o{u~) from (3.21) in (3.19) and performing the jntegra.tion~. 

h,,( t) •~ l)lJtamed 1n the Collowmg form 

ho(t) = _.J!JL tz(cz- r) + tD, 
l-'u8 (b 2

- r)(l- r2
) (bz- r)(c2- r2)(1 - r). (3.22) 

By the ploc:c:dure similar to one which led to the derivations of th 1 . . . e so ut1ons of (3.15) as gm:.n 

I 
/ 
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by (3.21) and (3..22}, the solutions of equation (3.16ii, b) can also be obtained and they are 
found to be · · 

4PR. I. r(c1 -t1
) ' tD:z 

h1(t) = ~ Tr': .. V (b2 - r)(l- r)- V(b2 - f)(c2 - r2)(1- f) · (3.23) 

where 

g 1 (~z) = _ 4PR 
rr 

u2(u2
- c2

) , uD2 
(u2

- b2)(1- u2
) + V(u2 - b2)(u2 - c2)(1- u2) 

R =- Poe [IS+/~] -Dt[JS- J~] 
JL12 

I." rV[T-?c '- t ) "- . dt 1
'"- ... v(b2 - ?")(1- r2) 

f.
.. rdr 

J", = ,. V(b2 - ?)(c2 ~ ?)(1 - t 2) • 

The constant D2 is to be determined from equation (3.17b ). 

•• (3.24) 

(3.25) 
(' 

In order to determine the values of the unknown constants D1 and D;., g0(u2) and g 1(u2) as 
given by (3.21) and (3.24) respectively ar~ substitut.ed in (3.17a, b) and it is found that 

D1 = A1[ (~- b2
) ~- (c2

- b2
)]. (j =_1, 2) (3.26) 

and 

Po 4PR 
A, • -

0
• Az- -::r (3.27) 

#J.12 ,.... 

.(( ~ . 

/ wh~r; F - F(i, q) and E : E i, q) are the elliptic integrals of fi~t and second kind 

respectively and q = ~. Substitution of the values of DJ (j ~ 1, 2) given by equations 

(3.26) in equations (3.21)-(3.24) yields 

h;-t(c) = -A1l (1·- b2)~+ (b2
- r) J V(b2 _ f)(c: -f){l- f) U ~ 1, 2) (3.28) 

[ 
2 E ( 2 b2)] · · ~ 

g,_t(liz) = -AJ (1- b ) F- u - V(u2- b2)(u2- c2)(1-- u•) (j .. 1. 2). (3.29) 

4. STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS AND :CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENTS 

The stress in,tensity factors are defined as (in physical units) 

Nb = lim [v(x- b) r.,(x, O)] . 
:r-b+ ·Po b<x<c 

(4-.1) 

. [ v'(C=T)" fr)l(x, 0)] Nc= hm · 
z-c- :1 Po b<z<c 

(4.2) 

--'--. 

. [ V(XTi} fyy(X, 0)] N1= hm , 
x-o1+. ' Po :r?l 

(4.3) 
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and the crack opening displacement can now be ahown to be &lven by 

~v(.r, 0) ... v(x, 0+) -v(.r, 0-) ""'2 r h(l) dt, 0 :!ii l' :!ii b (4.4) 

• 2 f g(u:) du, c =!'x ~t (4.S) 

Substituting the values of the function h(t) and g(uz), the stress componen1 Tyy can be 
evaluated from the expressions (2.13), (2.21) and (3.1). After ev.aluation of the value of r;,. and 
putting it in rel,ations (4.1)-(4.3) it is found that · 

N,• (4.6) 

where 

Expressions (4.4-4.5) with the aid of the equations (3.28)-(3.29) yield 

Av(x, 0)- 2Po [vo- bz) F(/3, q){ E(~. q)- E(~' q )} - (1- zl)(b~- .r~)1 
~129 F({3,q) F(~ ) (cl-x2) 

2'q 

O:!ii.rsb (4.9) 

and 

Av(.r, 0) = 2Po [V{l- b2) F(A, q){£(~' q) _ E(A, q)}] 
~~29 . F(~ ) F(A, q) 

.2. q 

[ 
4P . 

x 1- _rM2k!logk,]+O(k!). csxsl (4.10) 

whetr· 
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When b- 0, we recover the stress intensity factor and the crack opening displacement for two 

Griffith cracks occupying the region c ~\XI~ 1, y =· 0, lzl <co: 

Nc= [c
2 -~J [1 _ ~{ 1 + c2 _ 2%}k; logk,) + O(k;) 

Y2c(l - c2) rr 

N,= 
[ .£] 1

- F [1 _ ~ {1 + c2- 2
-.E}k;log k,]+ O(k~) 

¥~2==( 1=-=c:;;;:-2) rr F 
(4.11) 

I 

and 

llv(.x, 0) = 
2
Po [1 - ~ {1 + c2

-
2
£}ki log k,} 

p.,~ e rr F 

[

E(I,q) 1 
X rr F(A, q)- £(>., q) + O(k;), 

F(2• q) 
cs.x::s1 (4 .. 12) 

1r 
where M2 = 4 (1 + c2

- 2£/ F) has.been us~d. 

It is noted that if further c- 0, the cracl;6merge into a single 9'ack of width two units. In this 
case F -~ ::c and A-rr/4; so the results for stress intensity factor and crack opening 
&;placements corresponding to the single crack are found to be · 

N, = -
1 f 1.-~ k 2 loa k 1 + O(k2) v'2l 1r ' I? ' ' 

(4.13) 

and 

Av(.x, 0) =- :~~ Y(l- .x2
)[ 1-;; k~ log k,] + O(k!), 0 s .t·:S 1. (4.14) 

The results gi~en by (4.11)-(4.14) ate fourid to be in agreement with the results of'Sarkar er al. 

[16}. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The stre~ intensity !actors (SIF) N,, Nr and N1 given by (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) at ihe tips of 
the cracks and crack opening displacements (COD) given by (4.9) and (4.10) have been plotted 
against dimensionless frequency k, arid distance respectively fo·r three different types of 
onhotropic: materials whose engineering constant~ have been listed in ~-able i:\ 

Ty~ I 

Type II 

Type Ill 

Table I. Engineering clastic constants 

£ 1 (Pa) E~ (Pa) 1'12 (Pa) 

Modulite II §raphitc-cpoxy composilc: 
15.3 X 10 158.0 X lOv 5.52 X 1001 

E·Typc glass-epoxy comJ)ositc: 
9·79 X IOV 42.3 X 109 3.66 X 10" 

Stainl~ss steel-aluminium' composite: 
79.7b X 109 85.91 X 109 30.02 X I If . 

Viz 

0.033 

O.Ob3 

0.31 
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0.)1 --------- ----------
c. o.s 

0.36 

0.35 

0.34 -------:::::.•-_ .. 
I> O.ll z 

b. 0.2 

. . . 0.1 0.3 0.4 o.s 0.6 • 

k, 

Fi,. 2. Stress mlcnsily factor N. V$ frequency k, for aeneralized plane 1\rCII. (~) lYJIC 1; (·· ···) 
type Ill. 

II 

Keeping the length of the central crack fixed (b ~ 0.2). SIFs at the tlpi of the central and 
outer cracks have been plotted' against. ~quency k, (0.1 s k, ~ 0.6) for different lengths 
(c- O.S, 0.6, 0.7) of the outer crack.{figs ~-::4)~ It is noted from the arapbs (Figs 2-4) that whh 
the decrease in the value of outer crack length, i.e. with the increase in the value of the distance 
between inner and outer cracks the rate. of increase in the ~U: is high~r with the increase in the 
value of the frequency k,. .--.. 
~e same nature of SIFs are see~Figs S-'!) in the case when the·Jength of the outer cracks 

0.40 

c. o.s 
o.:n 

0.34 b. 0.1 

c. 0.6 

0.31 

---------------- -----------------

c. 0.7 

------------~--------· L-~~~~~~~~-~-=-~-~-~~~~~------~---------------~-
0.19 t-- .. ----------

0.1 O.l 0.3 0.4 o.s 0.6 
k, 

Fig. :1. Slrcl$ 1n1cnsi1y factor Nr vs frequency k, for generalized plane str u (-) I· 
lypc lll. c • type • (· ••• ·) 
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0.42' 

b "'c.: 
0.41 

z 

"' " 
"' 

"' " 

0.2 

"" 
" " 

" "' 
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"' "' "' 

... 

" "' 

0.3 

, "' ,. 
" 

.. 
, .. ....... 

, .... 

'0.4 

"· 

.. ... -----
, .. 

~---·· 

------· 

o . .s 0.6 

Fig. 4. Stress intensity factor N1 vs frequency k, for generaliZed plane stress. (--·) type 1; (· • • • ·) 
lype Ill. 

are fixed (c = 0. 7) and the length of the central cr.ack increases (b • 0.3, 0.4, O.S). It is 
interesting to note taat for fixed c ('= 0. 7) the ·SIFs Nb' and Nc increase with the increase in the 
va!_~.e ~~.~_g_ut the effect is just reverse in case of N1• . . · . . ·-. 

~ COD_~t- 12Av(x, O}/p0 has been plotted for different .crack lengths. It is found from ~~~-8 
imd1}ibat with the increase in the value of crack length the value of COD increases. For a fixed 

--mat'erial the ~ariation of COD with frequency is found t9 be insignificant. 
In all the cases where different values of crack length have been considered the variation of 

COD is found to be prominant for different orthotropic materials. 

0 68 ~ ' - -- - - - - -- - --- -

. --------~ -----------
0.64 - - - - - b • o.s 

0.60 ~ 
&> 0.56 t 

c "0.1 

z 0.52 ,l'l. 0.4 

~ . =-----------~----------------
0.48 

0.44 
b = 0.3 

o 40 ~ . -=~ .< • t • - = r - = " " - =: - , . - - - - - -- r 
. O.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 o . .s 0.6 

..-. .. ·~· "· 
Fig. 5. Stteu mcensity !'actor N. vs frequency k, Cor general~ plane stress. (--) type 1; (·· •• -) 

type Ill. 
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0.~6 

---~----------~-------------
o.n 

c. 0.1 
0.41 

o.u 

z .. 
b. 0.4 

0.40 __ , __ ---------
. -----------------------

-
0.28 ~-----:~-----:~----...J...-----L----.....J 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 

k, 
Fi&. 6. Streu intensity factor N, VI (l'cquency k, (or &cncralizcd plane sneu. (-) &rPe I, (• • • • •) 

. ·~ 111. . ~ 

. - -··~,_:; t'U 

·,; ·., 

0.30 

0.29 
". 0.3 

c. 0.7 

O.ll 

0.21 
.,;----

------------,;;;; _____ _ 
--------------

z 
,, 16 

---------

' 
o.nl.._ ---;::'z---7.;---~___:-:_, __ -l,. __ ;__j 

0 I 0 2 I 
0.) 0,4 ·~c.-.: •'> . 0,, 0.6 
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o s 1 

q .. 
~ 

=10 :1. c. 

0.4 

0.3 

0 '--____ .___ 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.s 
~ 

t'-•J.l,- c•O~ 

---- e • 0.1 

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Fig. 8. Crack opening displaccmcnl vs distance for. genenlliZed plane llfCII (k1 • O.S, b • 0.3, c • O.S, 
' . . 0,7). I 

q .. 
> 
<I 

=10 :1. c.. 

0.8 

0.1 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.1 

e•0.7,- b•O.S 

---- b • O.l 

"'· 

01 I I 'oJ I "i I F I I :s 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.s 0.6 0.7 o.a 0.9 1.0 

~ 

'Fip.. 9. Crack opening displacement n distance for generalized: plane urcu. (k.,• O.S,. b- o.J. O;S,c • 
(1;7). 
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. INTERACTION OF ELASTIC WAVES WITH TWO 
COPLANAR GRIFFITH CRACKS IN AN ORTHOTROPIC 

MEDIUM 

J. SARKAR, S. C. MANDAL and M. L. GHOSH 

Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling 7_34 430, India 

Abstract-The problem of diffraction of normally·incident elastic waves by two coplanar Griffith cracks 
situated in an infinite orthotropic medium has been analyzed. Fourier and Hilbert transforms have been 
used to solve this mixed boundary value problem. Approximate analytical results for stress intensity 
factors and crack opening displacement have been derived when the wave lengths are large compared to 
the crack length. Numerical values of stress intensity factors and the crack opening displacement for 
several orthotropic materials have been calculated and plotted graphically to show the effect of material 
orthotropy. 

INTRODUCTION 

DYNAMIC fracture problems involving anisotropic materials weakened by crack-like imperfections 
have drawn much attention by investigators because of the increased usage of macroscopically 
anisotropic construction materials such as fibre reinforced composites. The different possible 
location of cracks with respect to the planes of material symmetry introduce great modifications 
in the strain and stress distribution. The problems are also of considerable interest in seismology 
and exploration geophysics. The problems involving single or two Griffith cracks in isotropic elastic · 
medium have been studied by many authors [1-6]. Mathematical difficulties encountered in solving 
the governing equations of the anisotropic elasticity theory are responsible for the availability of 
few results only for special classes of materials. Kassir and Bandyopadhyay [7] have studied the 
elastodynamic response of an infinite orthotropic solid containing a crack under the action of 
impact loading and the elastodynamic problem of a finite Griffith crack in an orthotropic strip 
under normal impact was investigated by Shindo [8]. The problem involving a moving Griffith 
crack in an orthotropic strip has also been studied by De and Patra [9]. Recently, Kundu and 
Bostrom [10] solved the problem of scattering of elastic waves by a circular crack situated in a 
transversely isotropic solid. 

In our paper, the diffraction of normally incident time harmonic elastic waves by two coplanar 
Griffith cracks in an infinite orthotropic medium has been investigated. The faces of each of the 
cracks are assumed to be separated by a small distance so that, during small deformations of the 
solid, the crack faces do not come into contact. The resulting mixed boundary value problem is 
reduced to the solution of a triple integral equation which has further been reduced to the solution 
of an integro-differential equation. Iterative solution valid for low frequency has been obtained. 
Analytical formulae for stress intensity factor and crack opening displacement have been derived. 
Making the distance between two crack zero, the corresponding results for single crack have been 
presented. Finally, choosing the engineering elastic constants of the orthotropic material suitably 
the results for isotropic material have been deduced and compared with the results obtained by 
Jain and Kanwal [5]. To display the influence of the material orthotropy numerical values of stress 
intensity fadors and crack. _ _opep.ing .. displacement have been plotted for several orthotropic 
materials. . . -. 

STATEMENT AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider the plane problem of diffraction of normally incident longitudinal wave by two 
symmetrical co-planar Griffith cracks situated in an infinite orthotropic elastic medium. The cracks 
are assumed to occupy the region b :::;; IX I :::;; a, Y = 0, IZ I < oo. It is convenient to normalize all 

EFM 49/3-G 411 
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lengths with respect to "a" and so setting X fa= x, Yfa = y, Zfa = z, bfa = c, the new positions 
of the cracks are defined by c :::;; lx I :::;; 1, y = 0, lz I < oo (Fig .. 1 ). · · · · · 

Let a plane time harmonic elastic wave originating at y = - oo be incident normally on the 
two cracks, and is defined by v0 =exp[i(ky -rot)] w~ere k =awfc.~, c.=(J.112 /pY'2 with p 
being the density of the material. In the isotropic solid, c. represents the velocity of the shear wave. 

The non-zero stress components tyy and •xy are given by 

"t"yy//ltz = CtzU,x + CzzV.y 

•xy/f.1t2 = u,y + V,,x• (1) 
I 

where u, v denote the component of the displacement in ,the x, y directions, respectively and comma 
denotes partial differentiation with respect to the co;ordinates or time; cii(i,j = 1, 2) are non
dimensional parameters related to the elastic constant~ by the relations 

I 

Cu = Etflltz(1- vfz 1EzfEt) 

Czz = Ez/f.1t20- vTzE2/E1·) = CttEzfEt 

C12 = v12Ez/ J.ltz (1 - vfzEzfEt) = V12 Czz = Vzt Ctt 

for generalized plane stress, and by 

Ctt = (EtfAJ.ltz)(l- VzJV32 ) 

Czz = (Ez/AJJtz)(l- V13V31 ) 

Ctz = E1 (Vzt + V13 v32 E~fEt )/Ail12 
I 

= E2 (v 12 + v23 V31 E 1/'E2)/AJJ12 

A= 1 - Vtz Vzt - VzJ v32- VJt viJ _.:. vt;v23 VJt - viJ Vzt v32 

(2) 

(3) 

for plane strain. In the above equations E;, JJij and vii (i,j = 1, 2, 3) denote the engineering elastic 
constants of the material where the subscripts 1, 2, 3.correspond to the x,y, z directions which 
coincide with the axes of material orthotropy and th~ constants E; and vii satisfy the Maxwell's 
relation · 

vij/E; = vjJ~. 

The equations of motion for orthotropic material, in terms of displacements are 

az 
c11 U,xx + U,yy + (1 + c12 )V,xy = c 2 U,11 

s 

az 
CzzV,yy + v,xx + (1 + Ctz)U,xy = cz v,ll' 

s 

-1 -c 0 

y 

I 
lc 

Fig. I. Geometry of the cracks. 

•'' 

X 

(4) 

(5) 

I 
··I 

I 

'' 
1 

: 
I 

~ 
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Therefore, substituting u(x, y, t) = u (x, y) exp(- iwt) and v (x, y, t) = v (x, y) exp(- iwt) in eq. (5) 
we obtain 

c11 u,xx + u,yy + (1 + c12 )v.xy + k ~u = 0 

and 
C22V.yy + v,xx + (1 + c12 )u.xy + k ~v = 0 

where k ~ = a2w 2fc;. 
The boundary conditions of the problem are 

'rxy(X, 0) = 0, /x/ < 00 

ryy(x, 0) + '~~(x, 0) = 0, c ~ Jx/ ~ 1 

v (x, 0) = 0, Jx/ < c, /x/ > 1. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Henceforth the time factor exp(- iwt ) which is common to all field variables would be omitted 
in the sequel. 

The solutions of eqs (6) can be taken as 

u (x,y) = ~ roo [A1(0 exp( -y1/y/) + A2(0 exp( -y2 /y/)]sin ~x d~ (10) 
1t Jo 

v (x, y) = ±~ Jooo ~[a I AI ( 0 exp( -yl/y/) + a2A2(0 exp( -y2/Y /)]cos ex d~, y ~ 0 (11) 

where 

(12) 

and A;(~ )(i = 1, 2) are the unknown functions to be determined, yf, y~ are the roots of the equation 

c22Y 4 + {Cd2 + 2cl2- c11 c22)e + (1 + c22)k ny 2 + (cu ~ 2- k ;)(~ 2- k ~) = 0. (13) 

From the boundary condition (7) it is found that 

where 

, f3 = Y1 + a1. 
Y2 + a2 

Employing eq. (14) the expressions for displacements and stresses reduce to 

u(x,y) = ~ roo [exp( -.y1/y/)- f3 exp( -y2/y/)]A1 (~)sin ~x d~, 
1t Jo 

v (x, y) = ±~ Loo ~ [a1 exp( -y1/y /)- f3a2 exp( -y2/y /)]A 1 (~)cos ~x d~, 

'rxy/J1.12 = =t~ roo (yl + 1X1)[exp( -yl/y/)- exp( -y2/y/)]AI a )sin ~X d~, 
1t Jo 

We further substitute 

A CO= a 1 - f3a2 A1 CO 
~ 

y ~0 

y ~0 

so that the boundary conditions (8) and (9) yield the following integral equations in A ( ~) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Jooo A (Ocos ~x d~ = 0, Jx/ < c, /x/ > 1 (20) 
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and 

where p0 = ikJ1.12 c22 
and 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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100 ~ 
H(OA COcos ~x d~ = -r· c ~ !x! ~ 1 

0 'fl'12 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

In order to solve the set of integral eqs (20) and ~21), assume 

A<O=z fh(t 2)sin(~t)dt 
where h (t 2) is an unknown function to be determined, from the boundary conditions. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Inserting the value of A ( ~) from eq. (23) in eq. (~0) and using the following result [11] 

{

n 

1oo sinat )cosax) d~ = 2. t > x 

0 ~ 0, t<x 

it is found that the choice of A ( ~) leads to the equation 

f h ( t 2 )dt = 0~ 
Further substitution of A (0 from eq. (23) in eq. (21) leads to 

where 

fh(t 2)dt f
0

00 

sin(~t)cos~~x)d~ =q0 

- :x f h (t 2)dt fooo ~HI (0 sin(~t~s;n(~x) d~, c ~ !x! ~ 1 

. npo 
qo= ---

20J1.Iz 

H
1
(0=H(O ~ 1 

~e 

e = Cd2 + c,2- c,, c22)(c,2NIN2 _:__ c,,)- c22[ctiNfN~ +ell (NT+ N,Nz + ND] 
ell (I + c12 )(N1 *- N 2 ) 

I 

Nf = -
2

1 
[ -(cT2 + 2c,2- c,, Cz2) + J (cTz + 2c12- c,, Cz2f- 4c11 Czz] 

Czz 

2- 1 2 J 2' 2 N 2--
2 

[ -(c 12 + 2c12 - c11 c22)- (c 12 + 2c12 - c11 c22 ) - 4c11 c22 ]. 
C22 , . 

Using the relation 

c ~ !x! ~ 1 

where 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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Applying a contour integration technique, the infinite integral in L (v, w) can be converted to the 
following finite integrals (details given in the Appendix) 

L(v w)= -ik2[l
1
'Jc;";el21'f

2
-e22alyi-/I(el21'f

2
-e22a1f2) 7 (k )H(Il(k )d 

' s () (- ;; ) X Jo s1'fV o s1'fW 1'f 
0 IX1 - JJIX2 

where 
1

1 
PCe1217

2
-e22&/l2) (IJ J 

- ()(A-{JA) lo(ks1'fV)Ho(ks1'fW)d1'f, w>v 
1/ Jc;"; IX1 IX2 

Yl = [HRI- (R f- 4R2)1f2}]112 

Y2 = [HRI + (R f- 4R2) 112 }]112 

Yl = ~{-Rl + (R f + 4R ~Y12}] 112 

Y2 = [HRI + (R f + 4R ~) 112}] 112 

- 1 .{ 2 .2 } R 1-- (e 12 +2e12 -e11 e22 )1'f +(1+e22 ) 
e22 

R , _ e11 (1 2) ( 2 1 ) 2-- -17 1'f --
e22 e11 

2 1 + -2 __ e111'f- Y;(o-
1 2

) IX·- l-
I (1 + ei2)Y; ' 

2 1 ( 1); A2 
A _ e111'f - + - Y; ( 0 _ 1 2) IX·- l-1 

. (1 + e12 )Y; ' 

/I= ~I -~1 
IX2- Y2 

p =~I +~1 0 
IX2- Y2 

(33) 

(34) 

The corresponding expression of L (v, w) for w < v follows from eqo (33) by interchanging wand Vo 

Employing the series expansions for the Bessel function J0 and the Hankel function H &1> in 
eqo (33), it is found that 

(35) 

where 

=~[l 11 Jc;";e121'f 2 -e22alyi-/J(e121'f 2 -e22ad2)d -f1 
PCe121'f

2
-e22&2y2)d J 

p () (- ;;- ) 1'f (A f3 A ) 1'f 0 
0 IX1 - JJIX2 1/Jc;"; IX1 - IX2 

Now, let us expand h (t 2) in the form 

h (t 2) = h0 (t 2) + k; log ksh1 (t 
2) + 0 (k ;)o (36) 

Inserting the above expansion of h (t 2) and the value of L (v, w) given by eqo (35) into eqo (31) and 
equating the coefficients of like powers of k., we obtain the equations 

II tho(t2) 
- 2--2 dt = q0 , e ~ lx I ~ 1 

c t -x 
(37) 

and 

II thl(t2) 2P II 2 
- 2--2 dt = -- th0 (t )dt, e ~ lxl ~ 1. 

ct-x n c 
(38) 
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Using the finite Hilbert transform technique [12], the sol4!ions of the above integral equations can 
be obtained as · 

. 2 ( t 2 - c2 )1/2 : D h (!2)--q __ + . I 
o -no 1-t2 JC1-t2)(t2-c2) 

(39) 

h (!2)- -~P[qo(I-c2) +D ](!2-d)l/2 + D2 
1 - n n 1 1-t2l JCI-t2)(t2-c2)' 

(40) 

where D 1 and D2 are constants to be determined using the condition given by eq. (24) so that 

fh0(t 2 )dt=0 (41) 

and 

Substitution of the values of h0 (t 2
) and h1 (t 

2
) given b~ eqs (39) and (40) in (41), yields 

I 

D1 = ~ qo[ c2 
- j J (42) 

2 [ 2 2£ ][E 2 ] D 2 = 1t 2 q0 1 + c - F F- c , (43) 

where F = F[n/2, ~]and E = E[n/2, ~] ~re the elliptic integrals of first and second 
kind, respectively. Substituting the value of D 1 and D2 g~ven by eqs (42) and (43) into eqs (39) and 
(40), we obtain 

(44) 

(45) 

CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENT AND STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS 

The crack opening displacement and the normal stress component in the plane of the crack 
can be written as 

~~I 
Av (x, 0) = v (x, 0 +)- v (x, 0-) = 2 ~ x h (t 2)dt, c ~ x ~ 1 (46) 

and 
2J1.12eJ 1 th(t 2

) · 't'yy(x, 0) = -- -
2
--

2 
dt, 0 < x < c 

1t c t -X 
(47) 

=- 2J1.12() II t~(t2)2di, X> 1. (48) 
1t ex-t' 

Expressions (47) and (48) with the aid of the eqs (36),: (44) and (45) yield 

( 0) [ 1 [ x

2 

- ~ J J [ P { i 2 2E } 2 J 't'yy X, =-Po +J 1-- lf+-c -- kslogks 
(1 - x 2)(c2- x 2) n I F 

+O(k;), O<x<c (49) 

't'yy(x,0)=-p0[t- J [x'-~] ][1-!::{1ft-l. c2 -
2
E}k;logks] 

(x 2 - 1)(x2
- c2

) n . F 

+ 0 (k;), X> 1. (50) 
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The stress intensity factors are defined as (in physical units) 

Kc = Lim [ J (c- x)ryy(x, 0) J 
x-c- Po O<.t<c 

Kl = Lim [ J (x- l)ryy(x, 0) J . 
x-1+ Po x>l 

Substituting eqs (49) and (50) into (51) and (52) it can be shown that 

K. = - [ c

2

- ~ J [ 1 - ~ { 1 + c2 -
2
E }k 2log k J + 0 (k 2) ' J 2c (1 - c2) n F s s s 

K,~ Jt-~J [t-~{t+c2 - 2E}k;logk,]+O(k;). 
2(1- c2 ) n F 
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(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

Further substituting eqs (36), (44) and (45) in the expression given by eq. (46), the crack opening 
displacement is obtained as 

2 [ p{ 2E} ][E(~,q) J l:!.v(x,O)=JJ.~~ 1-; l+c2-F k;logk, p(!: )F(A,q)-E(A,q) +O(k;), c~x~l 
2'q 

(55) 
where 

[1=? 
sin A = V ~ and q = J (1 - c2). 

Letting c-+ 0 in the expression for stress intensity factor and crack opening displacement, the 
results for a single crack occupying the region lx I ~ 1, y = 0, lz I < oo are found to be · 

1 [ p 2 J . k ~) ( 6) K1 = -:}2 1 - ; k. log k, + 0 ( • 5 

llv (x, 0) = -
2

Po() J (1 - x2) [ 1 - ~ k; log k.J + 0 (k ;), 0 ~ x ~ 1. (57) 
J1.12 n 

For isotropic medium, putting 

A -t2JJ. 
Cu = C22 = --, J1.12 = JJ., 

J1. 

A 
c 12 = c 11 - 2 = -

J1. 
so that 

2 n 
N1 =l=N2, 8=-2(1-r )andP=2c1 , 

where 
3r4 - 4r 2 - 3 aw 

c = "·=(J: 2-m2)1
'
2 and m =-(i = 1 2) 

I 4(1 - ! 2 ) ' fl 0, 
1 I C1 ' 

the expressions for displacement and stress are found to be 

Po [ C1 { 2 2E} 2 J v(x, ±0)= =t 2JJ.(l-r 2 ) t- 2 1 +c -F m2logm2 
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and 

-ryy(x,O)=-p0 [1+ J [x'~~) , ] [1-~2'{1+c2 - 2FE}m~logm2]+0(mDO<x<c 
(1- X )(c -X ) 

= -Po, c ~ lx I ~ 1 

Now, the crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors are found to be 

Po [ c, { 2 2E } 2l . J dv (x, 0) = Jl (1 _ -r 2) 1 - 2' 1 + c - F m2 og m2 

[ E(~,q). J 2 

x (n )F(J,q)-E(J,q) +0(m2), 

F l'q 
and 

[ c
2

- ~] [ c, { 2 2E } 21 J 2 ) Kc=- 1-- 1 +c -"- m 2 ogm2 + O(m 2 
j2c(1- c2) 2 :F 

[1 EJ 
- F [ c, { 2 2E } 2 J 2 K1 = 1 -- 1 + c -- .· m2 log m2 + 0 (m 2 ) 

j2(1-c2 ) 2 F 

which coincide with the results obtained by Jain and Kanwal [5] up to the order of m~ log m2 in 
the isotropic case. 

When c ~ 0, we recover the stress intensity factor and crack opening displacement for a single 
crack 

1 [ c, 2 J ( 2) K,=:J2 1- 2 m 2 logm2 +0 m 2 

dv(x,O)= Jl( 1p~-r 2)J(l-x2{ 1-~m~logm2]+ O(mD, O~x ~ 1 

which agrees with the result of Mal [2]. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The stress intensity factors (SIF) Kc and K1 given by eqs (53) and (54) at the inner and outer 
tips of the cracks, and crack opening displacement (COD) given by eq. (55) have been plotted 
against dimensionless frequency ks and distance, respectively for three different types of orthotropic 
materials whose engineering constants have been list~d in Table 1. 

From Fig. 2 it is found that SIF K" at the inner tip of the crack increases at a slow rate with 
the increase in the value of frequency ks(O.l ~ ks ~ 0.6~. On the other hand the rate of increase of 

Table I. Engineering elastic constants 

J.liz(Pa) 

Type I Modulite II graphite-epoxy composite: 
15.3 X !09 158.0 X 109 5.52 X 109 0.033 

E-Type glass-epoxy compositd: 
9.79 X 109 42.3 X JQ9 3.66 X 109 

Type II 
0.063 

Type III Stainless steel-aluminium coniposite: 
79.76 X 109 85.91 X !09 30.02 X 109 0.31 
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Fig. 2. Stress intensity factor Kc vs frequency k, for generalized plane stress. (-, Type I; --- -, Type II). 
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Fig. 3. Stress intensity factor K1 vs frequency k, for generalized plane stress. (-, Type I; --- -, Type II). 
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Fig. 4. Stress intensity factor K1 vs frequency k, for generalized plane stress. (Single crack, c = 0). 
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X 

Fig. 5. Crack opening displacement (COD) vs distance (c = 0.2) for generalized plane stress.(-, k, = 0.2; 
----, k, = 0.6). 

the SIF K1 (Fig. 3) with frequency k. at the outer tip of the crack is found to be higher than that 
of Kc. 

In both the cases the value of SIF is higher for small values of c, i.e. for greater crack length 
SIF is higher. But it is interesting to note that for different materials the variation of SIFs in both 
the cases are not significant. In the case of single crack (c = 0) the variation of SIF with material 
properties has been shown in Fig. 4. 
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X 

Fig. 6. Crack opening displacement (COD) vs distance (c = ,0.5 and c = 0.8) for generalized plane stress. 
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Fig. 7. Crack opening displacement (COD) vs distance (single crack, c = 0) for generalized plane stress. 
(-, ks = 0.2; --- -, ks = 0.6). 
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The COD has been plotted for different crack lengths. In each case COD increases gradually 
from zero, attains maximum value and then decreases to zero. It is found that with the increase 
in the values of c (i.e. for small crack length) the values of COD decrease (Figs 5 and 6). For a 
fixed material the variation of COD with frequency is found to be insignificant, but it is noticed 
that for smaller values of c (Figs 5 and 7) the variation of COD with frequency is palpable; c = 0 
(Fig. 7) corresponds to the case of single crack. 

In all the cases where different values of c have been considered the variation of COD is found 
to be prominent for different orthotropic materials. 
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APPENDIX 
Evaluation of L(v, w) 

The integral L (v, w) given by eq. (32) is 

(AI) 
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where 
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y, = [t{ -B, + (B~-4B2)'12}]''2 

1'2 = [t{ -B,- (B T- 4B2)112}J''2 

1 { 2 2 2} B1 =- (c 12 + 2c12 - c11 c22 )~ + (! + c22 )k, 
C22 · 

To evaluate the integral (A!) we consider two contour integrals 

/ 1 = r M(~,y 1 ,y2 )J0 (~v)H&'l(~~)d~, w>v Jr, 

(A2) 

(A3) 

/2= r M(~.1'1•1'2)Jo(~v)H&2l(~w)d~, IV >v, (A4) Jr, 
I 

where r, and r 2 are the closed contours defined in Fig. 8, and H&'l, lf~l are the zero order Hankel functions of the first 
and second kind, respectively. 

Assuming the relation 
' 

{ 
(d2 + 2c12 - c; 1 c22 )(1 + c22 ) + 2(1 + c11 ) }

2 
_ { (c~2 + 2c12~:._ c11 c22 )

2 
_ 4c11 } x { (1 + 

2

Cn? _ ~} < 0 (AS) 
C22 C22 C22 C22 C22 C22 

I 
it is noted that the branch points ~ = l 1(i = 1 - 4) corresponding t6 the roots of the equation B ~- 4B2 = 0 are always 
complex. Now, the branch points corresponding to the roots of thd equations 

-B1 +(B~-4B2 ) 112 =0 and -B1 -(B~-4B2 ) 112 =0 

are ~ = ±k, and ~ = ±k,/ ~, respectively where it has been assumed that 

-k • -k s 

vc;; 

(c,, C22- CT2- 2c,z) > (! + C22) 

Im~ 

0 

:yl = k;yl 
Yz = ksy2 
1; = k.-91 
"Yi = ks"r2 

Fig. 8. Contours of integration ifor integral in eq. (A!). 

(A6) 

Re~ 
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and 

Therefore under the above conditions, ~ = ±k,/ A and ~ = ±k, are the branch points of y1 and y2 , respectively. 
Equations (AS) and (A6) are true for most of the orthotropic materials. The integrals in eq. (A4) can be shown to be zero 
on the contours .1r1 and .1r2 (Fig. 8) around the branch cuts from 21 and 22 • Thus integrating along the contours r 1 and 
r 2 the integral L (v, IV) for IV> v can be finally written as 

L( )=-·k 2[f. 11
Jciici2'1

2
-c221iiji-P(ci2'1

2
-c221id2) ./,(k )H!il(k )d 

V, IV I 5 () (- !1- ) X 0 s'JV 0 s'JIV '/ 
o al -pa2 

-fi P<ci2'12_c22cid2)./,(k v)H<il(k IV)d J 
1/Jcil () (cii - Pa2) 0 s'l 0 ,1'/ 'I ' IV > v 
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Steady State Propagation or-· a Series of Parallel 
Cracks· in Aitti-Plane State of Strain in an 
In~~rilogeneous · Elastic Medium 

\ . . 
J. SARKAR, M.L. GHOSH and A.N. DAS 

Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, West IJengal- 734 430, INDIA. 

Abstract 

The prQblem of a se~es of semi-infinite; parallel and equally ·spaced cracks subjected 

. to identicl!l loads sat~sfying the conditions of anti-plane state of strain and steadily 

propagating in an infinite inhomogeneous medium has been solved by the application_· 

of Wiener-Hopf technique. Elastic moduH and density are assumed to vary· exponentially 

in the direction of· propagation of the cracks. The problem of .crack propagation in. 

the case of constant strain on. the. crack edges· bas been treated. Expressions of the 

. stress and crack opening displacem~nt have been derived in ~losed form and the" effect . 

of the inhomogeneity of the medium has been shown by_ means of graphs. 

: 1. Introduction 

Maiiy authors have studied the dynamic crack propagation in a homogeneous elastic 

medium. The problem presents an interest for better understanding of the brittle behaviQ_t~_ 

-· of materials. Scattering of elastic wave by a single crack has been. ~tudied in -great detail. 

But the literature involving the scattering of elastic waves by a series of cracks is very few. 

It is only recently that Angel and Achenbach [1] studied ·the reflection and ·transmission of .. 
elastic waves by a periodic array of cracks. Matczynski ·- [2] also considered the quasi static 

problem of an infinite homogeneous elastic medium weakened by an infinite number of 

semi-infinite equally spaced . parallel cracks .. However, IJ.atural or artificial materials. are 
(Received 7 November 1991) 
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generally inhomogeneous and propagation of cracks in an inhomogeneous medium has not 

?een studied. Rec~ntly, stea~y _state solutions- ha~e been derived by Atkinson [3] (o~ _crack 

· propagation in -!Dedia with spatially varying elasti~ moduli whe~, the _crack propagates in a 

. plane where the elastic moduli are constant. Atkinson and List [ 4] also considered the steady 
' I. ';.. • ,·· . 

state crack propagation in variable modUli media ·when the ~rack moves in the direction of 

the modUlus variation. Steady state crack propag~tion due to shear_ waves _ht _a D1edium of 

monoclinic type has recently been studied by Ch~ttopadhyay and Bandyopadhyay [5]. 
. I ' • . 

In our paper, we have considered the steady state propagation of a series of 

semi-infinite, rectilinear parallel and uniformly spaced crackS in an infinite inhomogeneous 

medium. Cracks are assumed to-move steadily in the direction of modulus- variation, it 
I • • • 

being assumed that the moduli vary exponent~ally. We further assume that the medium 

possesses constant elastic wave speeds .. These assumptions are. necessary for the steady · 

state solution to exist. We assume that the ldading is such that Mode III conditions 

prevail. Mode III is_ the simplest mode to analyze mathematically. Nevertheless, it can 

be expected that the results for the stress intensity factor obtained here will be qualitatively 

similar to other modes, even. though the specific structure of the stress variation near 

the crack tip will differ in each case. Following Atkinson and List [4], we have also 

assumed in our paper that the edges of the cracks are loaded on their entire· lengtn-ny 
I 

constant strain. 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

Consider an infinite elastic medium with: spatially varying_ density and elastic moduli 

divided partially by an infmite number of semi-.infmite, rectilinear, parallel ; and uniformly 

spaced cracks. 

• •·. , I • . 

The semi-infinite cracks are situated parallel to the negative x1-axis at 2h distance 

apart and move along positive x1-direction at a constant velocity c < c2• 
- I -

Jour. Matk Phy. Sci., VoL 27, No.4, August 1993 
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The cracks are assumed to propagate steadily in the direction of modulous variation: 

We assume that the elastic moduli and density both vary exponentially in the same manner; 

so that the medium may have constant elastic wave speeds. 

Owing to symmetry of the problem, it is reduced to the _problem of an infmite 

elastic strip of thickness 'lh weakened .in the middle plane x2 = 0 by a semi-infinite crack 

x1 < 0, the surfaces x2 = ± h of the strip being rigidly clamped. 

J" Xz 

( 

,. 

.r: 
) 

) 

C\1 

f 
-

Fig.l 
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The displacement U in the anti-plane state of striun in a rectangular co-ordinate system 

(x1 , x2 , x3 ) is in the form 

(1) 

The non-vanishing components of this state of strain are given by the following relations:-

aw 
e13 =ax ' 

1 

~w 
e23 =-a

x2 

Using relation (2), the. equation of motion of SH~waves is 

or, 
2 2 2 a w + a w + a w -2 a w ---z ---z 2 a cr-'" = c2 --z 

axl ax2 xl at 

(2) 

fl-o and a are constants. 

(3) 

The fiXed coordinate system may be replaced b:{ the conventional system (x,y,z) 

moving with the crack tip. 

x1 = x + ct, x2 = y , x3 = z (4) 

Using relation (4), equation (3) becomes 

(5) 

Jour. Math Phy. Sci., VoL 27, No.4, August 1993 
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Applying complex Fourier transform in x, equation (5) becomes 

where 

and 

. . 2 

tl = ( 1 - c 2) ~2 + 2 i a ~ 
c2 

00 . 

- -1/2 it;x 
W (~ ,y) = (2n) f w(x,y) e dx 

-oo 

The solution of equation ( 6) becomes 

W(~,y) =A sinh (/Jy) + B cosh (/Jy) 

where the constants A and B are to be determined. 

3. Solution of. the problem for constant strain ~w = P of the crack edges x < 0 
. "Y 

We now consider the problem when the constant strain given by 

is applied to the crack face y = 0, x < 0. 

245 

. (6) 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(8) 

(9) 

We shall therefore consider the steady state crack propagation under the boundary conditions. 

aw =P 
ay ' 

w(x,y) = 0, 

w(x,y) = 0, 

Now we can write 

aw =P 
ay ' 

= e(x), 

for x < 0 ,y = 0 

forx > O,y = 0 

for lxl < oo,y = h 

for x < O,y = 0 

forx > O,y = 0 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

Jour. Math. Phy. Sci., VoL 27, f!o.4, August 1993 
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where e(x) is the unknown function which ·is to be detemined. 

In our case 

00 
Therefore using (8) and writing (21t)-112 I e(x) it;x!dx = E+(~), 

0 I 

for -k < Im:~ < 0 (12) 

-lex 
if e(x) - O(e ! ) asx ~ co 

' 

Using the conditions (10.2) and (10.3), it can be easily shown that 

A= __ W_(~, 0) 

tanh (/3h) 1 • 

0 i 

(13) 

where W _ (~, 0) = (21t) -1/2 I w(x, 0) tJl;xdx is analytk in the lower half-plane Im ~ < k
1
, if 

-oo 

we assuine w(x, 0) - O(e"tx) asx ~-co. 

Eliminating A by equations (12) and (13) 

W_(~,O) -iP 1 . 
-{3 tanh (/3/t) = -./21t { + E+(~) (14) 

Let K(~) = {3 coth (/Jh) = -h1 {3h cos: 
SID 

00:{1-( i{31t )

2

} h _ ! ', · n(n - 1/2) 
h) - h n 2 

n = 1 1_ (!P!!) 
· : nn 

(15) 

[cf. Noble [8], eqns. (3.96a) and (3.96b), p.123] 
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Now consider 

1- (~f = 1 + (~f = (n~r [v2 ~2 + 2ia~ + (~~rJ 

= (~~r [~2 + ~~~ + (~~r] 

So equation (16) can be written as 

1 - (!IP!) 2 = (vh) 2 (~ + . +) (~ -i- . -) nn nn " l'rJn " 1'rln 

where 
[ 

2 2ll/2 
± = ~ ± ~ + (nn) · 'Yln 2 . 4 vh 

v v 

S. "I I 1 ( i(3h ) 2- (vh) 2 (~ . + ) (~ . - ) 
. tmi ar y, - (n-1/2)n - nn ;,+lrJn-l/2 "+ ''rln-1/2 

It may be noted that 'YJ;; and n;;_112 are negative real quantities. 

So equation (15) becomes . 

·oo 

1 
K(~) = h rr 

n=l 

(~ + ir(;;_112 ) (~ + in;i- 112) n2 

(~ + in;;") (~ + in;i) (n - 1/2)2 

00 + 
n · II (~ + irJn-1/2) n 

(n - 1/2) · n=l (~ + i1]
1
;) (n - 1/2) 

=r(~) .r(~) (say) 

247 

(16) 

(17) 

where r (~) is analytic in the lower half-plane given by Im ~ < -n lt2 where as r (~) IS 

analytic in the upper half plane given by Im ~ > -nt12. 

Jour. Math. Phy. Sci., VoL 27, No.4, August 1993' ·· 
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Now 

00 ) ] (n- 0) 

=II 
n=1 

I 

Now elastic moduli and density are assumed to· be vaTYing slowly with x1 so that ah may 

be assumed to be small. 

So neglecting a 2h2 we get 

00 

r <~)=II 
n=1 

00 

=II 
n=1 

[¥ + i(~ + (n -1/2) }] (n-0) 

[~:z + i{ ~~ + n}] (n - 11i~ 

[n-- (i + i~;h ·~ ~~)] (n -0)! 
I ----------------------[n- e~;h -~~)] (n- 1/2) I 

Next using the formula 1 

I 
. I rr {<n- a1) ................. (n- ak)} = & ro- Pm) 

n=l (n - bl) ····•··········· (n - bk) m=1 r(l - flm) 

. I 
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which expresses the general infinite product in terms of the Gamma functions ( cf. Whittaker 

·and Watson [6], p.239)) we obtain from (18) 

Similarly, for small values of ah, neglecting a2 h2, it can be easily showD' that 

r[1 + i~vh- ah] 
..fii jC v.n 

r (~) = h [1 i~vh ah] 
r z+n-- vJt 

Now writing f3 coth (fih) = K(~) = !C"(~)r(~). equation (14) becomes 

rr+ - iP 1 
-A (~) r(~) W_(~, 0) = -\l:br ~ + E+(~) 

- - iP 1 1 E+(~) 
-K (~) W_(~, 0) = -\l:br ~ K\~) + K\~) so, 

__ iP 1 [_1 ___ 1·_] _ iP 1_1_+ E+(~) 
- \l:zn- ~ r c~) r co) \l:zn- ~ r co) r (~) 

Therefore, 

(19) 

(20) 

r W O + . iP 1 1 _ E+(~) iP 1 [ 1 1 ] ( . 
- (~) _(~,.) \l:br ~ !C"(O)- !C"(~)- \127r ~. !C"(~)- /C"(O) 21) 

The expression on the left hand side of equation (21) is regular in the half-plane 

Im ~ < 0 whereas R.H.S. is regular in Im ~ > -K1 where K1 =min (k, 11t12 ). The equation 

(21) holds in the strip -K1 < Im ~ < 0 and therefore using analytic continuation and Liouville's 

theorem we can write 

W(~O)=iP1 1 
- !:>• · \l:zn- ~ rco)rcn (22) 
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and E (s) = iP 1 [1·_ K: (s)] 
+ 'l'br: ~ K (0) 

Ther~fore, by help of (11) and (23), we obtain 

So, aw-- iP oo:t' 1 K+(~) e -it;x d~ whew-Kl < e < 0 
ay - 'l'br: - oo -ie ~ K \o) 

(23) 

(24) 

For x < 0, considering a semi-circular contour in the upper half £-plane it can easily be 

verified that 

aw =P 
ay 

Now for x > 0, substituting the values of r (~) and r (0) from (19) and (24) we obtain 

. r[1- i~vh !+ ah] 
oo-ze 

1 
· :n: : v:n: 

I . . 
-oo-ie ~ r [.!- r~vh + ah] 

2 :n: v:n: 

where 

r[.! + ah] 
iP 2 v:n: 

= 'b7: r[t + ~~] 
Jour. Math Phy. Sci., VoL 27, No.4, August 1993 

(x > 0) 

1 rep+ z) :JCX 

X r(p) evhP dp 
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1 

= - P _r....::[ -'-i_+_~~--']=-- e-: (i + ~~) 
r[1 + ~] 

e~ (i + ~) ( 1 - e -Sf) -2 

r(i) 
X -''t (-.!.-ah . .!. 1- e -:) z-a· 2' VJt'2' 

[ cf. Erdelyi et. al. [7], formula no. 7. p.262] 

where is the hypergemotric function. 

It is known that the series 

a.b a(a+1) b(b+1) 2 zF't (a, b, c,z) = 1 + rcz + 1.2.c(c+1) z + 

a(a + 1) (a + 2) b(b + 1)(b + 2) 3 
+ 1.2.3.c(c + 1)(c + 2) z + ············· 

therefore neglecting (~;) 
2 

and higher power of ~~ , 

. zF1 ( -i;-~ ;!; 1-e-:) = 1 + ~ (1 + ~~ + i.4 + :~ + ·····J 
1/X 

where z = 1 - e-vh ; 

After a little algebraic simplification it can be shown that for small ~; 

1 ah 1 ah _r= _r= _r= _r= zF't ( -z;- VJt; 2;z) = 1 + VJt [ (1 + vz) log(1 + vz) + (1- vz)log(1- vz)) 

251 . 
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Therefore 

I 
I 
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. i 

I 

r[.! + ah] 
P 2 wr 1 

Vii r[1 + ah] v1- exp{-m/vh) 1 

VH . . I 

x { 1 + ~Z [ (1 + vz) Iog{l + vz) + <t ~ vz) Iog {1- vz)] } (x > 0) (25) 

I 
I 

Next in order to determine the crack opening displa~ement consider equation {22) viz. 
' 

W (1-0)- iP 1 1 
- ~. - {'Iii~ IC'(O)IC(~) 

which by help of equations (19) and (20) becomes 

r [.! + i~vh - ah] 
_ -;p h 2 H VH 

W_(~, 0) ={'Iii H [ '1- h h] 
r 1+~-~ 

· H VH 

Therefore 

r[.! l ah] 
2 : VH 1 

r[1 ~ ah] ~ 
· r VH 

I 
I 

I 

. r [.! + i~vh _ ah] t [! + ah] 
l
'hP 1 oo-ze 2 H VH I 2 wr 1 

w(x 0) = -- J . . : ~r,xd~ 
' H 2:Jr -oo-ie r [1 + l~Vh _ ah] J;' [ 1 + ah] ~ 

H VH I VH . 

Obviously for x > 0, w(x, 0) = 0. In order to 

dw ~· O) which is given by 

fmd .J(x, 0) for x < 0, we firstly evaluate 

.7IX I ah r [.! + ah] 
dw p eVIl (z- Vi") 1 . 2 VH s+fioo 

so, dx = 2:Jr" vVii .. l r[1 + ~~] s-ioo 

lour. Math. Phy. ScL, VoL 27, No.4; August 1993 

r(1) r(p) _.71X P 
: e vh drp ' 1 . 

~(p + z) 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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where 

Using the table of inverse Laplace transform [7], we fmd 

dw 
dx= 

Integrating w.r.t. x we obtain 
i 

r[.! + ah] 
p 2 vn: x 

w(x 0)=- f 
' v-Iii r [ 1 + ~] o 

1 
V1- exp (mc/vh) 

;n;x 

e2Vli dx 
V1= exp(mc /vh) 

Making x ~ ...,.. co, it can easily be shown that 

253 

(for x<O) (26) 

Ph r[~ + ~~] r[~- ~~] 
w(x 0) ~ -- (27) 

' n: r [ 1 + ~~] r [ 1 - ~] 

Putting a = 0 in (25) and (26) expressions for aw ~· O) and w(x, 0) for homogeneous medium 

can be derived and they are found to be identical with the results given by Matczynski [2]. 

Crack opening displacement is obviously dw = 2w(x, 0) where w(x, 0) is given by 

(26). In figs. 3-5 dimensionless values of the crack opening displacement given by 

Y = ~;:' have been plotted against the dimensionless distance x' = -~ along the length 

of the crack for different values of a 1 = ~~ and c1 = c/c2. 
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It is interesting to note that for a ftxed value of cl, crack opening displacement 

increases with the increase in the values of the inhomogeneity parameter a 1 for large values 

of x' whereas for small values of x' (x' ;t: 0), the result is just the opposite. Further it may 

be noted that for any given value of the inhomogeneio/ parameter a 1, crack opening 

displacement Y at any point x' increases with the increase iri the crack propagation velocity. 
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Abstract-This paper represents the analysis of the problem of diffraction of longitudinal waves by a series 
of periodically spaced coplanar Griffith cracks in an infinite, isotropic elastic medium. Due to the 
"periodicity of the geometry, the problem with a single crack in a strip with boundaries such that shear 
stress and normal displacement arc: zero on them. On usc of Fourier transform the mixOd boundary value 
problem for a typical strip has been reduced firstly to-the solution -of dual integral equations and fmally 
to that of a Fredholm integral equations of the: second kind. Numerical values of stress intensity factor · 
and the craclc opening displacement have been plotted graphically. 

I. INTRODUCilON 

THE PROBLEMS involving cracks or inclusions in elastodynamics arc of much importance in view 
. of thei~ application in geopnysics and earthquake engineering. Up til now many problems have been 
solved involving one or two cracks in an infinite homogeneous elastic medium. Loeber a11d Sih [I] 
and Mal [2] have studied the problem of diffraction of elastic waves by a Griffith crack in an infinite 
medium. The problem of a finite crack at the interface of two elastic half spaces has been discussed 
by Srivastava et al. [3J and Bostrom [4]. Finite crack perpendicular to the surface of the infmitely 
long elastic strip has been studied by Chen (5] for impact load and by Srivastava et al. [6] for 
normally incident waves. But elastodynamic pro~I~1]1S involving two or more Griffith cracks have 
not yet received much attention. Jain and Kanwal [7] have studied the problem of scattering of 

.. elastic waves by two Griffith cracks for normally incident waves and the same problem has been 
considered by ltou (8] for impact load. Angel and Achenbach [9] have studied the problem of 
reflection and transmission-of elastic waves by a periodic array of cracks in an infinite isotropic 
medium. The problem of diffraction ofSH-waves by a series of cuts in nonhomogeneous solid was 
investigated by De Sarkar [10]. The steady state vibration of an infinite isotropic medium with a 
periodic system of coplanar cracks has been discussed by Parton and Morozov [11] using the 
method of the finite Fourier transforms to reduce the relevant mixed relations. 

In our paper, the diffraction of normally incident time hannonicela5tic waves by a periodic 
array of coplanar Griffith cracks in infinite elastic medium has been analyzed. Due to- geometrical 
symmetry the problem has been reduced to the solution of the problem of a· single crack in a strip 
whose boundaries are shear free a·nd constrained in a way not to permit normal displacement. 
Applying Fourier transform the problem has been converted to the soluti'on of dual integral 
equations. The dual integral equations finally have been reduced to a Fredholm integral equation 
of second kind by applying Abel's transform. Expressions for stress intensity factor and crack 
opening displacement have been derived in closed ·form. The numerical values of stress intensity 
factor and crack opening displacement have been presented graphically to bring out the. salient 
features of the problem... .. ..... :_; 

2. FORMULATION OF TilE PROBLEM 

We consider a homogeneous, isotropic,linearly·elastic, unbounded solid weakened by a infinite 
number of collinear cracks of equal length which arc equally spaced on a line taken as the x 1-axis. 
The length of each crack is 2a and the period of the crack-array is 2h 1 as shown in Fig. I. The· 
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I 
I 
I 

i+---+-2h,-: 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Fig. I. Incidence of plane time-harmonic wave on a periodic arra~ of cracks. · 

cracks lie in the plane x2 = 0 and extend to infinity in the x3-dircction which is perpendicular to 
the plane of the figure. For convenience we make all the lengths dimensionless by writing 

x 1/a = x, x2 /a = y, x 3 fa = z, h1/a =h. 

Let an incident time-harmonic body wave travel in the direction of the positive y-ai.is. The steady 
state term e-•, which is common to all field variables, has been omitted in the sequel. 

By simple symmetry considerations, the displacement and stress distribution due to the 
scattered field in the entire xy:..pJane can be derived by considering only the isotropic elastic strip 
lxl ~ h with a central crack lxl ~ 1, y = 0; the boundaries of the strip x = ±h being shear free and 
constrained in. a way not to permit normal displacement. 

The displacement components are 

and 

o¢ oift 
u=---

ox ay 

o¢ oift 
v=-+

oy ax 
where ¢ and ift are scalar and vector potentials satisfying the following equations. 

02¢ · 024> a2 Ql!P 
-+-=--
ax~ oy2 d ot 2 

iJlift olift al ol!Jt_ 
-+-·-=--
ox~ oy2 d 0{ 2 

(1) 

(2) 

where c1 = (). + 2J.lfp)'fl and c2 = (J.lfp) 1fl are the dilatational and shear wave velocities,)., J.l are the· 
Lame~s constant, p is the density of the material. 

Therefore, substituting ¢(x,y,t)=tf>(x,y)e-""' and ift(x,y,t)=ift(x,y)e-""', our pr0blem 
reduces to the solution of the equations 

(3) 

subject to the boundary conditions .. 

rn.(x, 0) = -p(x), lxl <I (4) 
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where k, = aw fc, (i = l, 2). 
Solutions of eq (3) arc 

Inplane problem of diffraction of elastic waves 

'..-y(x, 0) = 0, lxl ~ h 

v(x, 0) = 0, 1 ~ lxl ~ h 

Lzy(±h;y) = 0, IYI < 00 

u(±h,y)=O, lyi<oo 

tjJ(x,y)= ~[("'A 1 (()e:-•rcos( xd(+ ("' A".(()cosh(a1x)&is(yd(J_: :.: 
·{ri Jo Jo - . - -

and 

- 3 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

1/J(x,y) =A [f" Bl((')e-fl"sin ( x d( + .C'" B2 (0sinh({j 1x)sin (y d( J (9) 

where A 1(0, A 1 (0, B 1(0, B2(0 are constants and-

cx=W-kD 112
, C>k1 P=W-k12) 112, (>k1 

= -i(k;-e) 112
, c <kz = -i(l(i-e) 112, c <k2 

Now the stress <xy can be expressed as 
- -

at_xy(x, y) =A [ -j.ll"' ( -2(cxAI (()e-•>· + ce + P2)Bl(oe-PY)sin ( X d( 

+ J.l L" ( -2(cx 1A2 (<)sinh(o:_1x) + (( 2 +PDB1 (0sinh(fJ1x))sin (y d~ J (10) 

The boundary condition (5) yields 

2(o: -
BI(O= (2+P2Al(O. (II) 

Assuming -(A 1(0=A((), cx 1A 2(0=C(c;), -(B2(0=D(O and using the relation (II), ex
pressions for displacements and stresses finally can be written as 

u = ~ roo [e-•Y- ~{J 
2 
e-Pr} (()sin ( X d( 

'r~ Jo 2c - k2 

+-A Loo [C(Osinh(o: 1x) + D(0sinh(fJ1x)]cos (y d( (12) 

v = f!_ foo [e-•.r- ;e _
2 
e-Px]a:( -I A (()cos ( x d( 

\r;, J 0 2( --,- k 2 

-A 1" (C:o:! 1 C((}cosh~~~~)+ /I 1-~~(~s~-Cfl 1 £)]sin (y d( _- '(13)- : :: · 

atr..- = -:--/1 A L"' [c2e- k~)e-••- 2;~~(:~ e-P_.J -•A (Ocos ( x d( 
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arxy = -p A f" [e-•'- e~ 11-"]2cxA (()~inC x d{ 

- p Jft"'[2~C(~)slnh(a. 1 x) + ~ ~ 1 (2~ 2 - kDDC~~)~nh(fi1 x)]sin ~Y d~. (15) 

3. SOLUTION OF THE •PROBLEM 

The boundary conditions (4) and (6) yield the following two integral equations: 

r"" ~[I+ H(C)]B(C)sin' X d( ·=.R(X), 0" ~ lxl ~ 1 Jo ( 

f "' ~B({)cos(~d{ =0, 1 ~lxl~h 
0 ' 

where 

(') = 2a.(q- kDA CO 
B., ~{2-k~ . 

(2e- kD - 4a.Pe 
H(C) =_ 2a.((q- kD - 1 

H(()-+0 as {-+oo. 

f2 rx r<D [<2a.i + kD . . J R(x) = ...;; p -•a Jo p(x)<ix- Jo a.? C(0smh(a.1x) + 2D(0smh(P1x) d{. 

Let us consider the solution of in.tegral eqs (16) and q 7) in the form 

B(O = .fl_c f tf(t){o(Ct) dt 

so that the integral eq. (17) is automatically satisfied. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(I 9) 

(20) 

(21) 

Now, substitutin_g the value of B(C) from (21) in (16) and using Abel's transform we obtain 
the following Fredholm integral equation ·of second kind: 

f(t! + f uf(u)L1 (t,u) du = Q(t) (22) 

where, 

and 

(24) 

From the boundary conditions (7) and (8), the unkno\\:')1 functions C(O and D({) can be found 
to be related to B({) as: 

- - 2 [ . 2 f"" - (2(2- kD r"" . J 
C(()-7tk~(kf-ki}sinh(a 1 h) -{ Jo g.(~,{)B({)d{+ 2 Jo g2 (~,C)B(C)d( <25) 

. ' ' 

(:27) 
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Next, substitut!ng the value of B(O from (21) in the expressions of C(O and D(O given by 
(25) and (26) and using the result (Gradsteyn [12]) 

i. ·..,, sin({h)J~(Cu)dr =~l ( \P-•t• 
2 2 .. . o C:Xt·u-,.. 

o ' +ar -2 . 
C(~) and D(O can be written in terms of f(t) as · 

0 1 rl 2 2 -•h uf(u)du 
C(~)= y22(k~-ki)j 0 [(2at+kf)lo(a1u)e 

1
] sinh(a

1
h) 

.:_ _ E_ (1 T · -fJ,h uf(u)du 
D(O- y2(ki:~ki)j0 [fo(ft,u)e ] sinh(ft,h). (28) 

Using the above relations (28) in (23) we obtain 

Q(t)=-- jt2-z2p(z)dz+ u[Lz(t,u)+~(t,u)lf(u)du 2a d f' f' · 
J1.1Cl dt 0 0 

(29) 

where, 

(30) 

(3 I) 

Next substituting Q(t) from (29) in (22) and assumingp(x) = p0 andf(t) = ap0 g(t)/p we finally 
ob~in the following Fredholm integral equation of second kind for the determination of g(t): 

g(t) + f ug(u)L(t, u) du = 1 (32) 

where. 

· L(t, u) = L 1(t, u)- Lz(t, u)- 1-.;(t, u) (33) 

and L 1(t, u), Lz(t, u) and 4(t, u) are given by (24), (30) and (31) respectively. 
It is to be noted that the kernal L1 (t, u) represented by the semi-infinite integral given by eq. 

(24) has a slow rate of convergence. In order-to make the numerical analysis easier, the semi-infinite 
integral has therefore been converted to finite integrals by using simple contour integration 
technique (Srivastava et a/. [3]) and is given by 

ik
4 

[ p (277
2

- If 
LJ(t,u)= -2(k2~k,) )o (y2-712)!12Jo(k~'I!')H~Il(kz'l_~)d'l 

+ f41} 2(l:_1J 2) 112J0 (k2 '1u)H~1 J(k2 '7r)d'7J. t ;·u (34) 

where y = k 1 Jk2 • The corresponding expression of L1 (t, u) for t < u can be obtained by_ interchang
ing t and u in (34). 

4 .. STRESS INfENSITY FACfOR AND DISPLACEMENT .- . -
. -

'• , .... . '· 
The normal stress ryy{x, y) in the plane y = 0 in the vicinity of the crack tip can be found from 

eq. (14) and is l!iven by 

'n·(x, 0) = .~ )1 A 1"' B(Ocos_ ~x d( + 0(1), x > I 

.. PoX 
·= - f:Tlg(l) + 0(1), 

..,;x 2 -1 
x>l. 

\ 
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Fig. 2. Stress intensity factor K vs dimensionless frequency k2 • 

Defining the stress intensity factor by 

l

r11 (x, O).._lx=}l· K= Lt . 
.r-1+ Po 

it is found that 

(35) 

Now the crack opening displacement ~v(x, 0) = v(x, 0+)- v(x, 0-) can be obtained from (13) as 

~v(x, 0) = .J£c p . (.., ~B(()cos((x)d(, lxl~ 1 
(ki-kDJo '" · · 

which.on substitution of the value of B(O from (21) takes the form 

0.2 

0 0.2 0-4 0-6 

x-

lxl ~ 1. 

-·- h =1.5 
---- h = 1.8 

' ' .... ' , ' .... .:... __ .,, 

o.a 

Fig. 3. Crack opening displaceme.nt vs distance. 

1-0 

(36) 
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S. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

. Using the method of Fox and Goodwin [13] the Fredholm integral equation given by eq. (32) 
has been solved numerically for different values of dimensionless frequency k2 and h, the separating 
distance of the cracks. At first the· integral in (32) has been preSented by a quadratUre fonnula 
involving values of the desired function g(t) at .pivotal -pOints inside the specified range of 
integration and then converted to a set of linear algebraic simultaneous equations, solving which 
the first approximation to the required pivotal values of g(t) has been obtained. Applying 
difference--<:orrection technique the first approximations has been improved. The standard numeri
cal integration technique has been used to evaluate the kerna:Js L 1(r, u), ~(t, u) and ~(r, u) given 
by (34), (30) and (31). After solving the integral eq. (32) numerically, the stress intensity factor i:. 
and the crack opening displacement pAv(x, O)fap0 have been calculated numerically and plotted 
separately against dimensionless frequency k 2(0 < k2 ~I) and dimensionless distance x(O ~ x ~ 1) 
respectively for different values of h. The value of y is taken to be I ;.ji From Fig. 2 it is interesting 
to note that the number of oscillations in stress intensity factor K increases with the increase in 

· the values of h. The crack opening displacement (Fig. 3) is greater for higher values of hand also 
for higher values of dimensionless frequency k2. · · 
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DIFFRACTION OF ELASTIC WAVES BY THREE 
COPLANAR GRIFFITH CRACKS IN AN ORTHOTROPIC 

MEDIUM 

J. SARKAR, S. C. MANDALt and M. L. GHOSH 
Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling-734 430, India 

Abstract-The dynamic response of three co-planar Griffith cracks situated in an infinite orthotropic 
medium due to elastic waves incident normally on the cracks has been treated. The Fourier transform 
technique has been used to reduce the elastodynamic problem to the solution of a set of four integral 
equations. These integral equations have been solved by using the finite Hilbert transform technique 
and Cook's result. The analytical forms of crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors have 
been derived for low frequency vibration. Numerical results of crack opening displacement and stress 
intensity factors for several orthotropic materials have been calculated and plotted graphically to 
display the influence of the material orthotropy. · 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, with the increased usage of macroscopically anisotropic construction materials such 
as fibre-reinforced materials, the study of diffraction of elastic waves with cracks or inclusions 
has attracted the attention of scientists. The different possible location of cracks with respect to 
the planes of material symmetry is of great interest in Seismology and Exploration Geophysics. 
The problem of scattering of elastic waves by cracks of finite dimension in isotropic medium 
has been investigated by several investigators. Many investigators [1-6] have solved the 
diffraction problem involving single or two cracks in an isotropic medium. Dhawan and 
Dhaliwal [7] solved the statical problem involving three coplanar cracks in an infinite 
transversely isotropic medium. The dynamic problem of singular stresses around cracks in 
orthotropic medium are few in numb~r. Kassir and Bandyopadhyay [8] solved the problem of 
elastodynamic response of an infinite orthotropic solid containing a crack under the action of 
impact loading. The problem of normal impact response of a finite Griffith crack in an 
orthotropic strip has been solved by Shindo [9]. De and Patra [10] have also solved the problem 
involving a moving Griffith crack in an orthotropic strip. Recently Kundu and Bostrom [11] 
treated the diffraction problem of a circular crack in orthotropic medium. 

To the best knowledge of the authors, the problem of diffraction of elastic waves by three 
coplanar Griffith cracks in an orthotropic material has not been considered. In our paper, the 
interaction of normally incident time harmonic elastic waves with three coplanar Griffith cracks 
in an orthotropic medium has been investigated. It is assumed that the faces of each of the 
cracks do not come into contact during small deformation of the solid. The resulting mixed 
boundary value problem is reduced to the solution of a set of four integral equations which has 
been reduced to the solution of an integra-differential equation. Iteration method has been 
used to obtain the low frequency solution of the problem. This enables us to obtain 
approximate value of the crack opening displacements and stress intensity factors. Making the 
length of the central crack tend to zero, the corresponding results for two Griffith cracks have 
been obtained. Numerical results for stress intensity factors and crack opening c;lisplacements 
have been plotted against dimensionless frequency and distance respectively for different 
orthotropic materials which have been shown graphically. 

tTo whom all correspondence should be addressed. 
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I 

2. STATEMENT AND FORMULA TI:ON OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider the interaction of normally incident longi~udinal wave with three coplanar Griffith 
cracks situated in an infinite orthotropic elastic mediufu. The cracks are assumed to occupy the 

I 
position lXI s; d 1, d2 SIX Is d, Y = 0, IZI < oo. Let J?;, /-L;j. and V;j (i, j = 1, 2, 3) denote the 
engineering elastic constants of the material where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 correspond to the X, 
Y, Z directions chosen to coincide with the axes of material orthotropy. Normalizing all the 
lengths with respect to 'd' and setting X/d=x, Y/'d=y, Z/d=z, d 1/d=b, d2 /d=c, the 
cracks are defined by lxl s b, c Slxl s1, y = 0, lzl < oo :(Fig. 1). 

Displacement components are also made dimensionless with respeCt to 'd' so that 
dimensionless components of displacement in x, y directions are assumed to be u, v 
respectively, where 

u = u(x, y, t) and v =iv(x, y, t). 

Let a time harmonic plane elastic wave originating at y = - oo and incident normally on the 
three cracks be given by v = v0 exp[i(ky- wt)]ld wher~ k = dw/c.YC;;, c.= (J.tdp)112

, v0 is a 
constant, w and v0 / d are the frequency and dimensionless amplitude of the incident wave 
respectively, p being the density of the material. In the isotropic solid, c. represents the velocity 
of the shear wave. 

The non-zero stress components 1'yy and 1'xy are given; by 

I 

1'yy/ /-t12 = C12U.x + Cz2V,y 

1'xy/ /-t12 = U,y + V,x (2.1) 

where u, v denote the component of the displacement ,in the x, y directions respectively and 
comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to the coordinates or time ; c;j(i, j = 1, 2) are 

y 

-I -c -b 0 b X 

z 

Fig. I. Geometry of the cracks. 
I 
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nondimensional parameters related to the elastic constant by the relations: 

for generalized plane stress, and by 

for plane strain. The constants E; and vij satisfy Maxwell's relation: 

The displacement equations of motion for orthotropic material are 

d2 
C11U.xx + U.yy + (1 + C12)V,xy = zU,tt 

Cs 

d2 
c22V,yy + V,xx + (1 + C12)u,xy = c2 v,tt· 

s 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Substitution of u(x, y, t) = u(x, y)exp( -iwt) and v(x, y, t) = v(x, y)exp( -iwt) in equations (2.5) 
reduces them to 

C22V,yy + V,xx+ (1 + cdu.xy + k~V = 0 

with k~ = d2w2/c~, which are to be solved subject to the boundary conditions 

v(x, 0) = 0, b :5lxl :5 c, 

'l"xy(x, 0) = 0, 

lxl<b, c < lxl < 1. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Henceforth the time factor exp( -iwt) which is common to all field variables would be omitted 
in the sequel. 

Using the condition (2.8), the solutions of equations (2.6) may be written as 

2 I"" u(x, y) =- [exp( -yi IYI)- {3 exp( -y21yi)]AI(~)sin(~x) d~ 
7r () 

(2.10) 

y > 0 (2.11) 

ES 33-2-B 
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and the stress components are given by 

y > 0 (2.12) 

21"'[( Czzai'YI) ( Czzaz')'z) J 'r_vy! /L12 =-;. 
0 

C12~- ~ exp( -yl lyl)- f3 C12~- ~ exp( -yziYI) A1(~)cos(~x) 

where 
t:2 · kz 2 

ell~- s-'Y; 
a·= 

' (1 + C1z)y; 

f3 = 1'1 + a1 , 
'Yz + az 

(2.13) 

i = 1, 2 (2.14) 

(2.15) 

A 1 (~) is the unknown function to be determined, and .Yt, y~ are the roots of the equation 

Czz ')'4 + {(ctz + 2c12- C11 Czz)e + (1 + Czz)k;}y2 + (ell e- k;)(e- k;) = 0. (2.16) 

With the aid of the boundary conditions, (2.7) and (2.9) A(~) is found to satisfy the integral 
equations 

r A(~)cos(gx) d~ = 0, ' X E lz, 14 

and 

{"' H(~)A(~)cos(~x) d~ =- '"Po , 
Jo 2/L12 

where /1 = (0, b), /2 = (b, c), /3 = (c, 1), /4 = (1, oo) and· 

Po= ik!LizCzzVo/d 
I 

C1ze- Czzai 1'1- f3(cde- Czzazyz) 

(ai- f3az) 

3. METHOD OF SO~UTION 

I 

The solution of the integral equations (2.17) and (2.18) is taken in the form 
! . 

11b 111 A(~)=~ h(t)sin(~t) dt +- :g(u2)sin(~u) du 
~ 0 ~ c . 

(2.17) 

(2.18a, b) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(3.1) 

where h(t) and g(u2
) are the unknown functions to b:e determined. Substituting the value of 

A(g) from (3.1) in (2.17) and using the following resul~ [12] 

.J"' sin{gt)cos(~x) {f' 
-~'----....0..::........<. d~ = I 

() ~ 0, 

t>x 

t<x 
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it is found that the choice of A(g) lead~ to the equation 

f g(u2
) du = 0. 

Further substituting A(g) from (3.1) in (2.18a) and using the result [13] 

I"' . . 1 lu+xl C 1 sm(gu)sm(gx) dg =-log --
() 2 u-x 

we obtain 

! f h(t) log 1: ~=~ dt +! f g(u
2
) log 1: ~=~ du 

where 

= 2[ qo-! f h(t) dt r H 1(g)g-1 sin(gt)sin(gx) dg 

-! f g(u2) du r Hl(g)g-l sin(gu)sin(gx) dg], 

1rPo qo=---
28JL1z 
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(3.2) 

X E /1 (3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

() 
(dz + C12- cliCzz)(ci2NIN2- c11)- Czz[CizN~N~ + c11(N~ + N1N2 + N~)] 

c 11 (1 + Clz)(NI + Nz) 
(3.6) 

Using the relation 

equation (3.3) can now be rewritten in the form 

d Lb lt+xl d i1 

lu +xi - h(t)log - dt +- g(u2)log -- du 
dx 0 t-x dxc u-x 

X E /1 (3.8) 

where 

L(v, w) = J"' gH1(g)J1J(gw)J0(gv) dg 
() 

(3.9) 

and 10 ( ) is the Bessel function of order zero. 
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I 

Applying a contour integration technique [14], t~e infinite integral in L(v, w) can be 
converted to the following finite integrals 

L( ) 
= _ .k2[i1rve;;- C1211

2
- &1 Y1C22- i3(c1211

2
- &2i'2'C22)J. (k v)HO>(k ..... w) d ..... 

v, w l s £1( _ a ) o s 11 o s ., ., 
0 o a 1 ~a2 

w >v (3.10) 

where 

- 2 - 112 
[ 
1 

] 

112 

1'2 = z{R1 + (RI- 4R2) } 

R 1 C II ( 2) ( 2 1 ) 2=- 1-11 11 --
c22 ell 

i3=~1-~l 
a2- 1'2 

A &1 +.Y1 
{3 = A A ' (3.11) 

a2- 1'2 

The corresponding expression of L( v, w) for w < v is bbtained by interchang~ng v and w in 
(3.10). 1 • 

Employing the series expansions for the Bessel function 10 and the Hankel function Hf11 l in 
equation (3.10), it is found that 

1 

2 I 
L(v, w) =-Pk; log k. + O(k;) n ~ . (3.12) 

where 

(3.13) 
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Let us now expand h(t) and g(u2
) in the form 

h(t) = h0(t) + k; log k. h 1(t) + O(k;) 
and 

(3.14) 

Substituting the above equations (3.14) and the value of L(v, w) given by (3.10) in equations 
(3.8) and (3.2) and equating the coefficients of like powers of k., the following equations are 
derived. 

d Lb It+ xi J1 
ug0(u

2
) 

dx 
h0(t) log -- dt + 2 2 2 du = 2q0 , 

o t-x c u -x 
(3.15a, b) 

d Jb it +xi it ug (u
2

) 4P [Lb it J 
dx 

h 1(t)log --=- dt + 2 2 ~ 2 du =-- th0(t) dt + ug0(u2) du , 
o t X cU X 1r o c 

X Eft. / 3 (3.16a, b) 

and 

(i=0,1). (3.17a, b) 

Rewriting equation (3.15a) as 

fb it+xi h0(t)log --=- dt = nF1(x), 
o t X 

(3.18) 

where 

The solution of the integral equation (3.18) with the help of Cook's result [15] is found to be 

Po t 2 t t Yu2- b2 g0(u2) 
ho(t) = - /Lt2 () (b2- t2)112 ; (b2- t2)112 Jc u2- t2 du. (3.19) 

Substitution of the value of h0(t) from (3.19) in (3.15b) with the aid of the result 

(b 1 t
2 

dt n [ x u J 
J

0 
(b2 _ t2)tl2 (x2 _ t2)(u2 _ t2) = 2 (x2 _ b2)112- (u2 _ b2)t/2 , x E /3 

yields the singular integral equation 

t Yu2- b2 go(u2) du = _!!_J!..!!_ 

Jc u2 -x2 2/L12()' 
(3.20) 

Next using the finite Hilbert transform technique [13] the solution of the integral equation is 
found to be 

( 2) Po go u = ---() 
/Ll2 

u2(u2- c2
) + uD1 

(u2- b2)(1- u2) Y(u2- b2)(u2- c2)(1 - u2
) 

(3.21) 

where D 1 is unknown constant to be determined from equation (3.17a). 
Now substituting the value of g0(u 2

) from (3.21) in (3.19) and performing the integrations, 
h0(t) is obtained in the following form 

t2(c2
- t2

) tD1 

(b 2
- t 2)(1 - t 2

) + (b 2 ~· t 2)(c2 - t 2)(1 - t 2) • 
(3.22) 

By the procedure similar to one which led to the derivations of the solutions of (3.15) as given 
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by (3.21) and (3.22), the solutions of equation (3.16a, b) can also be obtained and they are 
found to be 

t2
( c2 

- t2
) _ tD2 

(b2
- t2)(1- t2

) V(b2 - t2)(c2
- t2)(1- t2) 

(3.23) 

u2(u2- c2) + uD2 
(u2

- b2)(1- u2) Y(u2- b2)(u2- c2)(1- u2) 
(3.24) 

where 

R = _ ~ [Jb + /I] _ D [Jb _ Jl] 
() 

0 c I 0 c 
Jl-12 

ln t2Y(c2- t2) 
r = dt 

m m Y(b2- 12)(1- 12) 

r t2 dt 
1':,. = Jm Y(b2- t2)(c2- t2)(1- t2). 

(3.25) 

The constant D2 is to be determined from equation (3.17b). 
In order to determine the values of the unknown constants D1 and D2, g0(u2) and g1(u

2) as 
given by (3.21) and (3.24) respectively are substituted in (3.17a, b) and it is found that 

(j = 1, 2) (3.26) 

and 

(3.27) 

where F = F(~, q) and E = E(g, q) are the elliptic integrals of first and second kind 

respectively and q = .J§. Substitution of the values of Di (j = 1, 2) given .by equations 

(3.26) in equations (3.21)-(3.24) yields 

(j = 1, 2) (3.28) 

(j = 1, 2). (3.29) 

4. STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS AND CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENTS 

The stress intensity factors are defined as (in physical units) 

N,= lim [Y(x-b)-rv_v(x,O)] 
x---+b+ Po h<x<c 

Nc = lim [v'(C=X) 'ryy(X, O)J 
x---+c- Po 

1 
h<x<c 

N
1 
=.lim [v(x-=15 'rvy(x, O)J 

x---+1+ Po x>l 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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and the crack opening displacement can now be shown to be given by 

Llv(x, 0) = v(x, 0+)- v(x, 0-) = 2 f h(t) dt, 0:5 x :5 b 
X 

(4.4) 

= 2 r g(u2
) du, C :5X :51. 

X 

(4.5) 

Substituting the values of the function h(t) and g(u2
), the stress component 'ryy can be 

evaluated from the expressions (2.13), (2.21) and (3.1). After evaluation of the value of 'ryy and 
putting it in relations ( 4.1 )-( 4.3) it is found that 

b(1- b2) E(~ ,q) [ 4P 2 J 2 
2 2) 1 - 2 M2ks log k. + O(k.) 

2( c - b ( 1r ) 1r F- q 
2' 

(4.6) 

where 

Expressions (4.4)-(4.5) with the aid of the equations (3.28)-(3.29) yield 

[ { 
E(~, q )} 

Llv(x, 0) = 
2Po Y(1- b2) F({3, q) E(f3, q) -

/L!2e F({3, q) F(!E ) 
2'q 

[ 4P 2 J 2 X 1 - ,.2 M2ks log ks + O(k.), 0:5x:5b (4.9) 

and 

E(A, q)}] 
F(A, q) 

[ 
4P 2 J 2 X 1 - ~ M2 k. log k. + O(k.), C :5X :51 (4.10) 

where 

and sin A=.)§. 
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When b ~ 0, we recover the stress intensity factor and the crack opening displacement for two 
Griffith cracks occupying the region c :5lxl :51, y = 0, lzl < oo: 

[ c
2 

- ~] [ P { 2 2£} 2 J 2 N. = - 1 -- 1 + c - - k log k + O(k ) 
' Y2c(l - c2) 1C F s s s 

[ 
1 

- ~] [ p { 2 2£}: 2 ] 2 
N = - 1 -- 1 + c - - k log k + O(k ) 

I Y2(1 - c2) 1C F s s s 
(4.11) 

and 

2po [ P { 2£} 2 J Llv(x, 0) = -- 1 -- 1 + c2-- k. log k. 
1-'12() 1C F 

c:5x:5l (4.12) 

1C 
where M2 = 4 (1 + c2 - 2E I F) has been used. 

It is noted that if further c ~ 0, the crack merge into a single crack of width two units. In this 
case F ~ oo and M2~ 7r/4; so the results for stress intensity factor and crack opening 
displacements corresponding to the single crack are found to be 

1 [ p 2 ] 2 N1 =Vi 1-;ks logk. + O(k5 ) (4.13) 

and 

(4.14) 

The results given by (4.11)-(4.14) are found to be in agreement with the results of Sarkar et al. 
[16]. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION· 

The stress intensity factors (SIF) Nh, Nc and N1 given by (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) at the tips of 
the cracks and crack opening displacements (COD) given by (4.9) and (4.10) have been plotted 
against dimensionless frequency k. and distance respectively for three different types of 

I 

orthotropic materials whose engineering constants havt:; been listed in Table 1. 

Type I 

Type II 

Type III 

Table 1. Engineering elastic· constants 

IL12 (Pa) 

Modulite II graphite-epoxy composite: 
·15.3 X 10~ 158.0 X 10~ 5.52 X 109 

E-Type glass-epoxy composite: 
1 

9·79X 10~ 42.3X 10~ . 3.66X 109 

Stainless steel-aluminium composite: 
79.76 X 10~ 85.91 X 10~ ' 30.02 X 109 

0.033 

0.063 

0.31 
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0.37 ------------------------
c = 0.5 

0.36 

0.35 

0.34 

.0 
0.33 z 

0.32 

0.31 

b = 0.2 
0.30 

0.29 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

k s 

Fig. 2. Stress intensity factor Nb vs frequency k, for generalized plane stress. (-) type I; (-----) 
type III. 
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Keeping the length of the central crack fixed (b = 0.2) SIFs at the tips of the central and 
outer cracks have been plotted against frequency k. (0.1 :5 k. :5 0.6) for different lengths 
(c = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) of the outer crack (Figs 2-4). It is noted from the graphs (Figs 2-4) that with 
the decrease in the value of outer crack length, i.e. with the increase in the value of the distance 
between inner and outer cracks the rate of increase in the SIF is higher with the increase in the 
value of the frequency k •. 

The same nature of SIFs are seen (Figs 5-7) in the case when the length of the outer cracks 

0.40 ,-

~c=0.5 
0.37 1-

0.34 1- b = 0.2 

0.31 f-

-----
0.28 1-

0.25 1-
c = 0.7 

0.22 L~:_::;.::.::..::~-_ -~-_ -.:._::...=.-.:..=...----~-/-1_---_---_---
------------

t- I l l _l J 0.19 '---------'------'-------~-----'-------~ 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Fig. 3. Stress intensity factor N,. vs frequency ks for generalized plane stress. (-) type I: (-----) 
type III. 
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0.42 

b = 0.2 

0.41 

0.40 

z 0.39 

.... .... .... .... .... 0.38 
/ 

/ 
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.... .... .... .... .... .... 

.... .... .... 

.... .... 

.- .- .- .-"" "'Lc: ~-~----
.-" ----

/ 

0.37 L-~..::"~,.~~~-7""-::::::~;;......,..=~=-=:.=.=-=:.=.=-=:..=.~~c~=::0.~5----

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

k, 

Fig. 4. Stress intensity factor N1 vs frequency k, for generali~ed plane stress. (--) type I; (·--- -) 
type III. 

are fixed (c = 0.7) and the length of the central cra~k increases (b = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5). It is 
interesting to note that for fixed c ( = 0. 7) the SIFs Nb and Nc increase with the increase in the 
value of b, but the effect is just reverse in case of N1• 

The COD J.L 12dv(x, O)/p0 has been plotted for differe~t crack lengths. It is found from Figs 8 
and 9 that with the increase in the value of crack length the value of COD increases. For a fixed 
material the variation of COD with frequency is found ~o be insignificant. 

In all the cases where different values of crack length! have been considered the variation of 
COD is found to be prominant for different orthotropici materials. 

0.68 ---
---------

b = 0.5 
0.64 

0.60 

.c 0.56 
z 

b = 0.4 

0.52 ~ -------------

0.48 

0.44 b = 0.3 

0.40 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Fig. 5. Stress intensity factor N, vs frequency k, for generalized plane stress. (--) type I; (-----) 
type Ill. 
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0.52 

L---:;.::.::..=---~---;;.::.:;.:.----::.:.:.::---:..:..:.:---:;.::..::....----:_:_:,;--~~-, -=: 0.5~-

c = 0.7 
0.48 I-

0.44 r-

z" 

0.40 r-

0.36 r-

0.32 -

0.28 I I I I I 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

k s 

Fig. 6. Stress intensity factor Nc vs frequency k. for generalized plane stress. (--) type I; (--- - -) 
type III. 
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